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INTRODUCTION
This paper represents an attempt to study the
history, organization and the function of the Building and
Construction Trades Council of Boston and Vicinity, from
its organization in 1896 to 1948. Little justification is
needed for the choice of the Council as a subject for this
thesis. The building industry represents a substantial
part of our economy, and the Council is an influential
organization in the industry. How influential it is,
is amply attested by many writers in the field of labor.
William Haber contends that the "Building Trades Council has
never been equaled in any other industry in its effective-
ness."
1
Lorwin characterizes the Council as "one of the
2
most powerful institutions in the trade union world."
The Boston Building and Construction Trades Council
exercises jurisdiction over sixty-one local unions with
a combined membership of 21,000 men representing approximately
90$ of the men engaged in the building industry in the
3
Boston area. Responsibility &r coor indat ion of these
locals, the approval of all demands for wage increases or
I
William Haber, Industrial Relations in the Building
Industry, (Harvard University press, Cambridge : 19&0), p. 330.
g
Lewis Lorwin, The American Federation of Labor
,
(The
Brookings Institution, Washington: 1933), p. 377.
3
Interview with Mr. Ernest A. Johnson, June 14, 1949.
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or changes in working conditions, and the policing of all
building projects in the Boston area are all part of the
work the Council is expected to perform. In some cases, the
Council has assumed responsibility for contract negotiation
on a regional basis. In other instances, the problem of
dealing with jurisdictional disputes became the concern of
the Council.
In this thesis, we shall attempt: (1) to trace the
rise of building trades councils; (2) to examine the
organization of the Boston Building and Construction Trades
Council; (3) to describe the collective bargaining activities
of the Council, and, finally; (4) to review the Council policy
in the matter of jurisdictional disputes.
-,
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CHAPTER I
A BRIER HISTORY OF BUILDING TRADES UNIONISM
Early Organizations
Some form of organization existed among building
tradesmen in the colonial era. These groups, however,
resembled the medieval guilds more closely than they did
the partisan, militant, present day union. The only type of
permanent or semi-permanent combination of workers in the pre
Revolutionary period was the association of craftsmen for
philanthropic purposes.'*' Dankert insists that the early
unions were riot collective bargaining agencies but friendly
£benevolent societies. That Danker’ s appraisal is accurate
seems justified by the fact that when the early organizations
were incorporated they were prohibited from dealing with
matters concerning wages and hours.
The first authenticated organization in the building
1
Richard B. Morris, Government and Labor in Early America
(Columbia University Press, New York: 1946), p. 198.
2
Clyde E. Dankert, Contemporary Unionism in the United
States, (Prentice-Hall, Inc
.,
New York: 1948), p. £l.
3
Mary Beard, A Short History of the American Labor
Movement
,
(Harcourt, Brace & Company, New York: 1920 )
,
p . ll
.
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industry was that of the House Carpenters in Philadelphia in
4
1724. The purpose of the organization was to establish a
standard of wages and a set of rules which would equalize
competitive conditions. Fines were provided, for example,
for hiring slaves as journeymen. The Friendly Society of
Tradesmen and House Carpenters organized in Hew York City in
1767, like the organization in Philadelphia, included masters
and journeymen. The fund which was built up by initiation
fees was used to provide sick benefits for members, a
practice strongly reminiscent of the guild.
The first known strike in the building industry
occurred in Philadelphia in 1791 when the Journeymen Carpenters
of the City and Liberties of Philadelphia struck for higher
wages and shorter hours. The resolution adopted by the
Carpenters voiced demand for a ten-hour day with additional
r
pay for overtime. When the strike was lost, the Carpenters
organized a Society which advertised its work at 25$ less
7
than the rate established by the masters.
While "pure and simple" unionism did not develop
until the 1880’s, the first significant break in the relation-
ship between the master and the journeymen occurred when the
4
John R. Commons and Associates, History of Labor in the
United States
,
(The Macmillan Company, Hew York: 1918), Vol.I,
p . 68
.
^Richard B. Morris, op. c it
. ,
p. 198.
£
John R. Commons, op. cit., p. 69.
7
Ibid.
,
p. 97.
:.
-
.
journeymen abandoned the societies to which both they and the
masters belonged. Foner declared, ’’Labor came to realize that
it was just as important to prevent employers from thrusting
them into need as it was to assist each other in distress.
O
Once this understanding developed, trade unions emerged.”
There is evidence that this metamorphasis was well under way
by 1800.
After 1800 the building tradesmen became involved in
the struggle for the ten-hour day and during this fight the
9
unions greatly increased in numbers. In 1804 the Carpenters
of Lew York City formed a union for the purpose of achieving
the ten-hour day. In 1825 the House Carpenters of Eos ton, not
content with resolutions, forced the issue. The strike failed
but in 1835 the Carpenters, Masons and Stonecutters of
Boston struck again for the ten -hour day and they received
monetary support from unions in many cities. 1^
The struggle for the ten-hour day continued for a
century. At first, the argument for leisure time for self-
improvement and participation in civic affairs was used but
as technology advanced, economic reasons came to the fore.
g
Philip S. Foner, History of the Labor Movement in the
United States
,
(International Publishers, New York: 1947),
p . 69
.
9
William Haber, Industrial Relations in the Building
Industry
,
(The Harvard University Press, Carabri dg e: 1930),
p. 2’/'0.
10
Flo:ence Peterson, Survey of Labor Economics
,
(Harper &
Brothers, New York: 1947), p. 420.
-.
.
.
The seasonal variation particularly evident in the building
industry prompted Samuel Gompers to link shorter hours with
more job opportunities: "...so long as there is one man who
seeks employment and cannot obtain it, the hours of labor are
11
too long."
Attempts at Cooperation
By 1830, unions had become numerous but tradesmen
realized that each was too small to cope with employers single-
handed. The central organizations which were formed were not
limited to the building trades but the latter participated in
them in an attempt to solve their own peculiar problems. Since
our subject matter is concerned directly with cooperative
efforts of diverse unions a few of these central organizations
are examined somewhat more in detail. Comparison between these
organizations and the building trades councils reveals the
distinct advantage which building workers obtained by the
formation of a central organization limited to the building
tradesmen.
The Boston Trades Union
The Boston Trades Union which was organized in 1834
was similar to attempts at centralizat ion which were common in
—
Ibid., p. 423.
. < .
-
.
.
'
, s
most large cities in this decade. It was distinctive in one
respect in that it admitted employers. The presence of
employers is explained hy a mechanic: ’’There are in truth
hut two parties in our country, that can he said to have
distinct interests.” Those are: "mechanics, farmers, artisans
and all who labor whether as boss or journeyman” and ’’the
rich men, the professional men and all who live or intend
hereafter to live without useful labour .... therefor e .... in a
union of trades for the common benefit, both journeymen and
12
employer should come together.”
In response to a circular, forty-one delegates
representing sixteen trades including, Masons, Painters and
Carpenters met to form the Boston Trades Union. The circular
listed as its objectives, the improvement of the conditions
of the mechanics and the formation of a fund "to be devoted
to the relief and assistance of those out of employ by
accident, sickness or by any other cause which will justify the
13
convention to render such relief." The General Trades
Union had no control over its members and the first collision
of interests in the demand for a ten-hour day, resulted in its
collapse
.
The Man
,
May 30, 1834; cited in John R . Commons and
Associates, A Documentary History of American Industrial
Society, (The Arthur H. Clark Company, Cleveland: 1910),
VoTT vi, p. 92.
13
The Man
,
Feb. 20, 1834; cited in John Commons,
Documentary History, p. 380.
.... . , . ,
, i.
.
.
City Industrial Councils
7/hen the printers went on strike in Boston in 1849,
other trades got together for the purpose of aiding the
printers. A strike of the iron workers in Pittsburg in
December of the same year gave impetus to the movement for a
central organization in that city. The idea spread rapidly
to other cities so that by 1850 every industrial city had an
industrial council. These organizations bore little
resemblance to the modern Building Trades Councils but they
represented experiments and the lessons they taught
significantly influenced the policy and organization of later
central bodies.
The preamble of the constitution of the New York
Council, which included many building tradesmen, explained
the purpose of the group. The aims were as follows:
1. To attempt to reconcile the interests of labor
and capital,
2. to secure to the laborer the full product
of his toil,
3. to promote union, harmony and brotherly feeling
among all workmen of whatever occupation,
4. to use all available means to promote their
moral, intellectual and social occupation. 4
The building tradesmen had no quarrel with any of these aims
but they were opposed from the b eginning to the eligibility
14
Preamble of the New York Industrial Congress, cited in
Commons, op . c it
.
,
p. 554.
..
r
.
.
.
.
'
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requirements as set forth in the Constitution. All
associations whether benevolent or protective were entitled
to three delegates. Building tradesmen foresaw the
evils of admission of others than workingmen. ’’Delegates
might be sent from the Free Masons, Odd Fellows, Sons of
Temperance, and other exclusively secret orders of this class
15
who might be opposed to the cause of labor.”
For nearly two years the Council was controlled by
land reformers. It became evident that little would be done
to assist tradesmen and many trades unions refused to send
delegates. The land reformers tried to establish a new party
but when this proved impracticable they sought to influence
legislators by promise of support. It was this venture into
the political sphere which led to the downfall of the
council. Tammany Hall leaders infiltrated into the influ-
ential positions in the Council by 1852, and the City
Industrial Council disintegrated.
Central Body of Trades
The central organization which we have reviewed
represented attempts to unite all laborers. The first
movement towards a central body composed of building trades-
men grew out of a painters' strike in 1853 in New York. A
dispute in the Painters' Union over sickness and death
15
New York Tribune, July 3, 1850, cited in J. R. Commons,
History of Labor
,
opUcit ., p. 555.
.,
.
.
.
.
.
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benefits led employers to reduce wages several months in
advance of the time stipulated in the agreement. When the
Painters went on strike, the employers, taking advantage of
the slack season, imported workers. The Painters tried at
first to secure cooperation from the Painters' unions in other
cities but since the imported Painters did not belong to the
unions, the attempt was unsuccessful.
The Painters countered the employers methods by
calling a meeting of all trades in September of 1853. Between
two thousand and three thousand men appeared at the rally and
considered raising money to support the strikers and for the
formation of a General Trades Union. When attempts were made
to divert the energies of the organization into politics,
1
6
plans were abandoned. In the following year, however, the
Bricklayers spearheaded an attempt to form a building trades
council. Several meetings of the trades were held but when
the different trades secured favorable agreements with the
employers, plans for the building trades council were dropped
once again.
Local Trades Assembly
The Local Trades Assembly was the common unit of
1 7labor organization during the Civil War. The first Trades
n>
Ibid., p. 610.
17
Ibid.
,
Vol . II, p. BE.
..
.
Assemblies of the war period were organized in Rochester in
1863 and by the end of the war all industrial cities had an
assembly. These assemblies were limited to tradesmen and
steered clear of political ambitions. The assemblies wielded
considerable power and in the absence of strong employer
organizations the mere presence of the assembly was sufficient
18
to secure labor's demands.
The Trade Assembly exercised no real power over the
member organizations. It was merely an advisory unit. The
fact that membership was made up of the most influential men
in every local made it a great influence in the labor
relations field. Although the Assembly maintained no strike
fund and paid no strike benefits it aided striking members by
serving as a publicity agent. Its activities also extended
to organization of boycotts and action to prevent the
importation of strikebreakers.
Aims of Early Building Trades Unions
We might at this point analyze the aims of the
early unions. Haber lists two objectives of the building
trades organizations; (1) higher wages, and (2) shorter
19
hours. The more complicated problems which resulted from
is
Ibid., p. 23.
19
William Haber, op . c i
t
.
,
p. 275.
..
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10
technology were not important since construction was still
characterized hy hand methods. The crux of the problem was
the position held by the middleman who dealt directly with
the owner. The contractor received a stipulated sum and his
profit was the difference between this amount and what he
paid the workers. The craftsmen had to protect their wages
and the early organizations had this in view.
The second condition resulted from the long hours of
work. The building tradesmen, the Carpenters in Boston
particularly, were in the vanguard of the movement for the
ten-hour day. Of course, the building tradesmen had an
interest in the general aims of the labor movement f such as
the abolition of imprisonment for debt and the elimination
of property qualifications for voting. It must also be
noted that other motives; pay for overtime, restrictions
against discrimination, control of entrance to the trade,
etc., existed but they did not overshadow the importance of
the wages and hour issue.
Rise of the national Unions
The organizations of local unions and city centrals
was followed by an attempt at the formation of a national
£0
Florence Peterson, op . cit
,
p. 474.
.-
.
•
.
..
.
.
.
union. The carpenters had tried as early as 1835 to organize
a national hut the locals failed to support the movement.
It was not until the decade of the 1880’s that the movement
for national affiliation gained momentum. By this time,
conditions within the building industry had changed to such
an extent that the existence of the local depended upon the
protection of a national organization.
Many factors contributed to the formation of
national unions. Perhaps the best summary of these is that
presented by Haber. 2 -*- The following is a partial list of
important changes which necessitated national organizations.
(1) It was necessary to control entrance to the trade and
local action was ineffective. (2) After the Civil War, men
traveled about the country to secure work and itinerant
workers found it difficult to secure work since they had to
join each local and pay a substantial initiation fee.
(3) The contractors expanded to include many cities in their
operations and demanded uniform conditions. (4) An effective
means of solidifying membership was by means of insurance
benefits but since these required substantial membership and
intelligent supervision, the local unions were ill-prepared
to institute them. (5) Many strikes were lost because of
traveling workers and a national organization was necessary
to keep all tradesmen informed of local conditions.
21
William Haber, op . cit
,
p. 277 et seq.
..
.
.
.
. ,
.
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The period of the Civil War witnessed the formation
of several national unions. Between 1862 and 1866, twelve
22
such organizations were set up." The unions in the building
trades did not form nationals till near the turn of the
century although the Carpenters made an unsuccessful attempt
in 1865 and the Bricklayers and Masons organized a national
23
in 1865. The present national union of carpenters was
organized in 1881 while the Iron Workers and the Electrical
workers formed nationals in 1896 and 1891 respectively. The
Painters organized as early as 1871 but internal dissentions
blocked effective action till 1901. Other nationals were
formed as follows: Elevator Constructors, 1901, Granite
24
Cutters, 1877, the Unskilled Trades, 1903.
Local Building Trades Councils
Concurrent with the rise of the national union was
the emergence of the local building trades council. The
2 5first of these council was organized in New York in 1884.
22
Clyde 3. Banker, op. cit., p. 26.
23
John Commons, History of Labor, p. 313, Vol. II.
24
William Haber, op. cit., p. 297.
25
Twentieth Century Fund, How Collective Bargaining Works
,
(Hew York: 1942) p. 200.
..
.
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The New York Council was followed by similar bodies in Chicago,
San Francisco and Boston. Florence Peterson suggests unity
in collective bargaining and uniformity in working conditions
26
as the principal reasons for the existence of the councils.
Perhaps, it would be more accurate to say that the councils
were organized as "a federation for the purpose of sympathetic
27
strikes." Ryan attributes the formation of the council to,
"The separation of the Building Trades Workers from the workers
in other industries, the need for a strong collective bargain-
ing force and the desire to introduce some degree of uniformity
among chaotic working conditions of the 1880’s and early
1890's." 28
The Building Trades Councils became powerful
influences in the labor relations field almost immediately and
they have remained so. A complete discussion of the Council’s
function and government is the subject of another chapter.
It will be sufficient to point out here that the principal
duties of the Council relate to underwriting trade agreements,
the settling of jurisdictional disputes and the supervision
of strike calls. The lofty position which the Building Trades
Councils hold in the labor movement is well illustrated by a
statement made at the A. F. of 1. Convention in 1940 when
23
Florence Peterson, op. cit., p. 516.
27
John R. Commons, History of labor, p. 312.
28
Frederick Ryan, Industrial Relations in the San Francisco
Building Trades
,
(
TJniv . of Oklahoma press, Norman: 19367, p. 20.
.*
.
.
.
they were referred to as, "virtually the backbone of the
A. F • of L." 29
The Rational Building Trades Council
The organization of the American Federation of Labor
in 1886 represented a great stride in the direction of the
formation of a labor front, The organization, however, was
inadequately equipped to provide the building trades with a
mechanism to settle their peculiar problems. The conventions
of the Federation were composed of unions from various fields
and were, therefore, ill-prepared to deal with the technical
problems. Samuel Gompers was acutely aware of the difficulty
and at the convention in 1888, he strongly urged the formation
of an "organization based upon a grouping of workers employed
in related trades or industr i es
.
The Building Trades made two unsuccessful attempts at
such an organization before the Building Trades Department.
The national Building Trades Council made its appearance in
1897 but it was weak and met with direct opposition from the
A. F. of L. Gompers claimed that the Council attempted to
usurp the functions of the Federation and refused to become
31
affiliated with the A. F. of L. Haber, however, censures
23
Proceedings, A. F. of L. Convention 1940, p. 438.
30
Samuel Gompers, Seventy Years of Life and Labor (E. P.
Dutton and Co. New York: 19£5) Vol. I., p. 341.
31
Ibid., p. 341.
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the A. F. of L. for ’’disregarding overtures towards
Feaerat ion . . .and t hen. . . crit icizing the Council for not
32
affiliating.”
The Structural Building Trades Alliance formed in
1903 met with little success. It proved unable to cope with
the problems which had vexed the Council - jurisdictional
disputes, relations with the nationals and the local councils,
and opposition from the A. F. of L.
At its convention in 1907, the A. F. of L. again
attempted to organize an effective building trades organiza-
tion. Joint action by the A. F. of L. and the Structural
Building Trades Alliance resulted in the formation in 1908,
of the Building Trades Department. Membership in the Department
was limited to ’’national and international building and
construction trades organizations
,
recognized as such, duly
and regularly chartered by the American Federation of
33Labor.” The object of the body is defined in the
Const itution .
’’The object of this body shall be the encourage-
ment and formation of local organizations of building
and construction tradesmen, and conferring of such
power and authority upon the locals... as may advance
the interest and welfare of the building and con-
struction industry; to adjust trade disputes .to
issue charters to national and international unions,
state and loca
councils .... ”3
__
William Haber, op. cit., p. 333.
33Constitution and By-laws of the Building and Construction
Trades Department, Sec. 1., 1948.
S4 Ibid., Sec . 2.
I
building and construction trades
... ). ...
.
.
.
.
,
.
...
....
.
.
.
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The Department exercises considerable control over
the local council. On many occasions the local bodies have
refused to obey Department orders. The relations between
the Department and the local councils will not be elaborated
upon here since discussion of this topic is reserved for a
later chapter.
Building Trades Councils in Action
Me may now turn our attention to a closer study of
the Building Councils as they operated in each of three cities;
Dew York, Chicago and San Francisco. In each of these cities
the activities of the Council were noteworthy: Dew York saw
the organization of the first Building Trades Council; in
Chicago, the Council's policy resulted in the Landis Award;
and San Francisco witnessed the establishment of the American
Plan.
For almost fifty years, corruption has been the most
35
striking feature of the American building industry. Each
of the councils to be studied had common features; each had
corrupt leaders; each completely controlled the building
industry in its city; each used its power to victimize unions,
contractors and the public. Corruption was so prevalent in
the Councils that the first labor czars, Sam Parks and
35
Harold Seidman, Labor Czars
,
( Liveright Publishing
Corporation, Hew York: 1938), p. 147.
..
-
.
-
, ..
.
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.
36
"Skinny" Madden were presidents of building Councils.
^
The building industry is very susceptible to corruption
because of the "...seasonal character of the work, the
possibility of causing great damage by stoppages and
37
strikes, and the conflicting interests of contractors."
The Building Trades Council of Hew York
In 1884 there developed in Hew York an organization
which w as to revolutionize industrial relations in the
building industry. The organization was not the result of
any well-thought-out plan but evolved by chance from the
informal meetings of four union business agents who met in
rr Q
a spirit of fun and sociability." The potentialities of
the new organization were immediately perceived and the
Eoard of Delegates assumed a dominant position in the
building industry in Hew York.
The union delegates met by accident but the necessity
for quick action to correct abuses led to a rapid
usurpation of authority by the Board. The walking delegates
met several times a week to discuss grievances and in cases
where a delegate presented a violation, the Board ordered
a sympathetic strike, thus tying: up the whole job.
35
Ibid., p. 8.
37
Harold Seidman, op. cit., p. 147.
38
John R. Commons, Trade Unionism and Labor Problems,
( Ginn and Company, Boston! ±yOb), p.
.,
.
.
<
In 1894, the Board of Delegates was split into two
warring factions. The new organization, the Building: Trades
Council led a group of unions in an open war against the
Board and its members. Each body employed the sympathetic
strike against the other and members of one group attempted
39
to enlarge their jurisdiction at the expense of the other / ‘
When the two factions merged in 1902 into the Board of
Building Trades, a new series of events contrived to bring
chaos into the industry. ^
The nev7 organization, dominated by 3am Parks,
41
specialized in extortion, sell-outs, blackmail and graft.*
Parks, a definitely unsavory character is characterized by
Seidman as a "half illiterate, swaggering bully." Parks
gains control of the Council in 1896 and continued until
1903 when his friends deserted him. Parks was ably assisted
by two other racketeers, Corvell and Lawrence Murphy, the
latter was convicted of stealing: $12,000 from the Stone-
cutters Union. Seidman declares, moreover, that Parks was
in the employ of the George Puller Construction Company.^ 2
Parks so dominated the Council that the union presidents
were not even permitted to attend the secret meetings.
° Ibid., p. 67.
4fV
'
Selig Perlman and Philip Taft, History of Labor in the
United states, (The Macmillan Company, Hew York: 1935
)
Vol. IV
, p . ”88 •
41Haber, op. cit., p. 321.
42
Selig Perlman and Philip Taft, op. cit., Vol. IV, p.88.
.•
.
.
.
,
.
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19
Parks became wealthy by collecting "strike insurance."
His attitude may be gleaned from the reply he supposedly
made to a representative of the Heels. Company when the latter
asked Parks who had to be paid to settle a strike. "I’m it,"
Parks answered, "you pay me. I don't care a damn about the
union or the laws of the country. You can go back to work
„ 4 c*
when you pay Sam Parks $2,000."
The contractors were willing enough to pay huge
"strike insurance" sums to Parks because they passed the
cost on to the consumer. However, when the Council first
clashed with the employers they went down to defeat. The
feuding rival carpenters' unions precipated a strike in 1902.
Faced with a serious tie-up, the contractors banded
together and formed the Building Trades Employers' Associa-
tion. The industry was paralyzed when the Council, in an
effort to control the lumber yards, admitted the teamsters
and sanctioned a strike by them. When the Council bowed to
the powerful Association of Lumber Dealers, the building
workers prepared to resume operation.
The can tractors had strengthened their organization
daring the lull in activities and immediately instituted a
lockout. The Association made a resumption of work
contingent upon (1) the elimination of sympathetic strikes,
(2) the cessation of jurisdictional disputes and (3) the
43
Harold Seidman, op . c it
. ,
p. 11.
.,
,
.
.
.
"
* * “ *
20
revoking of the power of the walking delegate to call a strike.
Three weeks of mediation by the Hew York Civic Federation
succeeded and both parties agreed upon a plan providing
arbitration of disputes.
During the period in which the Arbitration Plan was
in force, the Council exercised little power. The unions
chafed under the Plan but there was little they could do since
the Council was never represented on the arbitration boards.
The only beneficial result was that valuable precedent was
44
established to settle jurisdictional disputes.
The construction boom which followed in the wake of
World War I, together with the advent of Robert Brindell,
saw a resurgence in the power of the Council. In 1919,
Brindell converted the Board of Business Agents, which had
replaced the first Council into the Building Trades Council
and was elected President for life. Brindell carried on in
the best traditions established by 8am Parks. With the help
of the Employers Association, he secured complete control of
45
the building trades workers.
-
Another era of racketeering
was in the offing.
5-3
William Haber, op. cit., p. 361.
45
Selig Perlman and Philip Taft, op. cit ., Vol. IV,
p . 504
.
.,
.
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The Lockwood Committee which investigated building
conditions in 1921, discovered that all phases of con-
struction were under the control of merciless, gouging,
monopolistic combines. Despite the corruption of Parks and
Brindell, which was perhaps the most notable characteristic
of the Council, it would not be just to overlook significant
developments in New York. Haber points out that a joint
adjustment machinery for arbitration was established
’’which laid the foundation for a code of industrial relations
4 6
superior to any developed in other communities.”
The Chicago Building Trades Council
The history of the building trades in Chicago may
be divided in two periods; the early history of the Council
which was dominated by ’’Skinny” Madden, who was even less
scrupulous than Parks, and which culminated in the great
strike of 1900; the second, the strike of 1921 and the
resulting Landis Agreement. We shall consider each of these.
The Chicago Building Trades Council was organized in
1890 and was incorporated in March of 1892. By 1900, it
represented thirty-two trades with a combined membership of
47
thirty thousand. The Council quickly gained control of
the industry and, as in New York, the ’’walking delegate”
46
William Haber, op. cit., p. 369.
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policed all jobs. Corresponding to the Council there existed
in Chicago, an organization of employers, the Building
Contractors’ Council. The struggle between these two groups
resulted in one of the longest and most bitter labor disputes
in the building industry.
It is difficult to fix responsibility for the strike,
both sides were at fault. The Council had definitely been
arrogant and had goaded t he anployer s to the point of
48
rebellion. Wright, who was not in sympathy with the labor
movement in general, called the walking delegates,
49
"veritable sons of dragons' teeth.’’ The employers, on the
other hand, were themselves engaged in practices which they
condemned in the Council.
The Building Contractors' Council in 1899 presented
the Trades Council with a series of resolutions which were
to guide future relations. These were accepted by the
Council's representatives and became known as the Madden
Agreement. It was evident from these resolutions that the
Contractors aimed at undermining the Council, since one of
the demands stipulated that the Council's most powerful
weapon, the sympathetic strike, be outlawed. The other
demands related to restrictions on the use of machinery and
43
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the output per day, the curbing of the authority of the
walking delegates and the training of apprentices. u
When the Trades Council refused to ratify the agree-
ment, the Contractors announced that the terms would be
enforced on February 5. On February 6, the Hod Carriers and
Building Laborers struck on every job where the new rules
were in force. They were followed on the 10th by the
Carpenters who refused to worK a full day Saturday. Within
the next two weeks, the ranks of the strikers swelled till
they reached a maximum of perhaps fifty thousand.
The Contractors made it clear that they were engaged
in a struggle to eliminate the Trades Council. ’’There is
membership in the unions. But there is a definite and un-
conquerable purpose of fighting the Building Trades Council
to the death.
The Trades Council attempted to justify its position
before the public. In a circular, the Council declared:
”’7e are willing to furnish our services to whomever needs them
in the erection and construction of buildings ... the only
stipulation we ask being that union conditions shall prevail
52
on the building.” The contractors countered with circulars
5o
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in which they seized upon the phrase union conditions.
Among the union conditions, the contractors pointed to the
unjust dictates of the Council which forbade the use of
nonunion made goods.
Every attempt to settle the dispute proved unsuccessful
The council accepted every proposal to arbitrate, but the
contractors would not agree to any conference at which the
Trades Council was represented. After a year of the strike,
the Council disintegrated and was replaced by the less
aggressive Chicago Building Trades League. This latter
organization was short-lived and two years later it was
replaced by the Associated Building Trades of Chicago and
Cook County.
The Landis Award
The year 1921 was a year of numerous strikes. The
contractors had suggested wage cuts to prevent depression.
When a general strike followed, Judge Lanais was asked to
arbitrate the dispute. Instead of merely settling the
wage issue, Landis carried out sweeping changes in working
rules. Landis, in his award of September 7, 1921, aid four
things. (1) He revised working rules, stoppage of work
was prohibited; in times of shortage, union and non-union
should work together; journeymen were permitted to use the
53
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tools of any trade and certain types of jurisdictional disputes
were prohibited. (2) Wages were cut to about 25fo below the
1914 scale or considerably below what employers were willing
to pay. (3) The custom on "minimum rates” was abolished.
The rates he established were maximum rates. (4) Differ-
entials between wage rates in different trades were restored.
The Building Trades Council split into two groups over
acceptance of the award. A Citizens Committee to enforce the
Landis Award outlawed all unions which refused to abide by
54
the terms of the award.' The unions were not alone in
opposition to the award, several large contractors, Puller,
Starrett and Griffiths refused to support the conditions of
the award when it expired.
By 1926, the Building Trades Council had reorganized
and was once again in a position to enforce union demands.
The Building Construction Employers' Association abandoned
the Citizens Committee and forced its members to accept
union cond itions
.
The Chicago experience demonstrates that successful
relations necessitate a joint organization. The Citizens
Committee was one-sided and promoted unrest and instability.
Some control must be exercised over these joint bodies, how-
ever, since if unmolested, unions and contractors may co-
operate in exploitation of the public to further their own
interests
.
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The San Francisco Building Trades Council
Prior to 1921, the Building Trades Council of San
Francisco was held up as a model of efficiency and thorough-
ness. The Council's control was so complete that one
observer remarked, "The entire economic power of San
Francisco lay in the hands of the labor leaders. Employers
did business under such conditions as they could cajole out
55
of the unions."
Before examining the policy of the Council something
must be said about p. H. McCarthy, the last of the absolute
labor czars who dominated the San Francisco Building Trades
from 1898 to 1921. Since McCarthy brooked opposition from
no one, the business agents were carefully supervised and
never achieved the important role that their counterparts
56did in Chicago and New York.' The rank and file had little
to say in their own affairs and quickly realized the futility
of opposition. In 1909, McCarthy was elected Mayor but the
scandals connected with his tenure forced him to return as
President of the Building Council. Even Seidman admits
that McCarthy had at least one virtue which apparently was
an oddity in the construction trades. "One thing can be
said in Pin Head McCarthy’s favor; he was not a dealer in
strike insurance." However, he adds,
5T>
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"Misappropriated funds of the Building Trades Council and
contributions from public utilities provided him with
57
sufficient revenue."
The Council undertook to settle its own jurisdictional
disputes. Two general policies were followed. In the dis-
pute between the Plumbers and the Steamfitters
,
the Council
equalized the wages and provided that the disputed work be
done in common. The other solution involved amalgamation.
The Council established a rigid set of principles and
was governed by them. Among these principles were: fl) union
shop conditions must prevail; (2) finished lumber or millwork
must bear the union label; (3) the Council was to control all
strikes; (4) there were to be no permanent contracts;
(5) employers must obey the rules of the Council or be
declared unfair; (6) the Council's orders were mandatory for
, .
58
member unions.
Concerning the absence of contracts, McCarthy said in
testifying before the United States Industrial Relations
Committee in 1914, "We do not believe in those signed agree-
ments which have possession of you gentlemen. We will not
59
sign time agreements." There was no necessity for contracts
since McCarthy dictated wages and working conditions.
57
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By 1921, McCarthy’s power waned and he was unable to
cope with the agitation by the unions for wage increases.
Wage disputes were submitted to an arbitration board. The
award granted substantial reauctions in wages. The Council
promptly repudiated the award but was met by a determined
Builders' Exchange which threatened a lockout if within
three days, the terms of the award were not accepted. The
Council disregarded the ultimatum and $100,000,000 of
construction tied up. J After a three week strike, the
Council on June 21, accepted the full decision of the
Arbitration Board and the American Plan became effective
in San Francisco.
The American Plan, as established to govern the San
Francisco building trades, embodied eight general principles.
(1) The right of any person to secure work. (2) A wage
reduction of 7.5$. (3) An eight hour day and a five and
one half day week. (4) There was to be no discrimination
against an employee because of membership or non-membership
in a labor organization. (5) All rules aimed at restriction
of output were to be eliminated. (6) There was to be no
dis criminat ion against materials. (7) Business agents were
not to be allowed to converse with an employee on the job.
(8) A board was to be created to investigate builaing
, . . . 61
conditions
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The American Plan once again illustrates the un-
satisfactory results of a one-sided Board to settle industrial
disputes. The public body which presided over the building
industry was supposedly impartial, however, conceding the
best intentions, the Board of its "very nature" aligns itself
6 2
with the employer. Was the Board in San Francisco really
impartial? Haber observes that a close observation leads to
an "emphatic negative answer." Ryan, who made a more
complete study of the San Francisco situation arrives at the
. 64
same conclusion.
Besides a definite prejudice, the Board labored under
other handicaps. fl) It had no effective means of enforcing
its orders, particularly when these were distasteful to
employers. (2) It failea to represent the public. (3) With-
out assistance from the Board, the unions were powerless to
secure observance of wages or working conditions. Finally,
(4) the workers’ and the employers' organizations were
deprived of the right to conduct joint relations on the basis
of collective bargaining agreements freely arrived at
.
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The Building Trades Council of Boston and Vicinity
The preceding discussion of the activities of the
Councils in Hew York, Chicago and San Francisco seems,
perhaps, inordinately lengthy. It was undertaken to
illustrate several points which the writer feels should be
made in connection with a study of the Boston Building Trades
Council. In the first place, it is clear from what has been
said, that Councils generally were controlled by a single
individual who left no room for democratic action. In the
second place, corruption and graft was the common denominator
of all Councils in the large cities. It is indeed surprising
to find that in Boston, no single individual has ever been
in a position to take responsibility for the Council in his
own hands. The earliest records available give evidence of
real democratic procedure. The Constitution of 1900, the
earliest available, provided amply for the exercise of a
true democracy. Furthermore, Council Minutes seem to sub-
stantiate Mr. Ernest Johnson’s claim that at no time did the
Boston Council trespass upon the rights of its member locals.
A remarkable absence of scandal in the Building Trades
Council is characteristic of Boston. Mr. Johnson stated that
never was a demand made for strike insurance by the Council.
Employers have been requested to inform the Council of any
such demands made by local unions but, as yet, there has been
65
no complaint. The writer has spoken with several men
^Intervie w w i th Mr. _Ernest , A. Johns on, F ebruary 7. 1949*
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engaged in the building industry in Boston, and all readily
admitted that the Council had never approached them to
collect strike insurance.
Our discussion of the history of the Boston Building
and Construction Trades Council at this juncture will be
brief for two reasons. In the first place, there is no
existing record of Council activity prior to 1911. After
that date, records are available for some years. Because of
inadequate written accounts of the early Council, we have had
to rely largely on information supplied by Hr. Johnson. In
the second place, the chapters which follow outline the high,
lights of the development of the Council insofar as its
organization, its participation in collective bargaining,
and its role in jurisdictional disputes are concerned.
The Boston Building Trades Council was formed about
r /T
1896. Details of organization are supplied by the
Constitution of 1900. We shall have occasion in the next
chapter to study some of the provisions of this Constitution.
In 1908, The Boston Council received its charter from the
Building Trades Department and was known as the Building
Trades Section of the Building Trades Department of Boston
67
and Vicinity.
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Shortly after receiving its charter from the
Department, the Council was rent by dissension. The Council's
attempts to intervene in jurisdictional disputes was met with
6 8
strong opposition from the trades. As a result of the
bickering over jurisdiction, as many as four Councils existed
in Boston concurrently until they were united by the President
of the Building Trades Department in 1919 into the United
A Q
Building Trades Council. In 1929, when the Constitution was
amended, the name was again changed to the Building Trades
70
Council of Boston and Vicinity. The difficulty which the
Council encountered in endeavoring to convince contractors
engaged in construction work that Council jurisdiction
extended also to this type of work resulted in a final change
71in the name of the Council. In 1937, with the approval
of the Building and Construction Trades Department, the
Boston Council became known as the Building and Construction
72
Trades Council of the Metropolitan District.
While the early Minutes are definitely sketchy, there
is enough evidence to justify the conclusion that the Council
was by no means receiving complete cooperation from its
members. One of the first recorded meetings lists the
m
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expulsion of the Carpenters ana the oteamfitters and the
levying of a $500.00 fine in addition to a six month
suspension for the Electrical Workers and the Plasterers'
7 3Tenders. In the same year, the Laborers' District Council,
the Asbestos Workers, the Painters and the Iron Workers were
74
all either fined or suspended.
After 1919, the prejudice of the old guard unionists
against the keeping of accurate records was broken down by
the new secretary, Mr. Ernest A. Johnson. There is a wealth
of information contained in copies of letters, telegrams and
reports stored in the Council files. Extensive use has been
made of these sources in the preparation of the succeeding
discussions
.
There seems little point in expanding upon the
history of the Council after 1919 at this point. Each of
the succeeding chapters treat topically, various aspects
of the Council, and in each, an effort has been made to
trace development of Council policy through time.
In order to view the activities of the Council in
proper perspective, it is essential that some idea be had of
the way a Council is organized. We shall, therefore, in the
first instance, turn our attention to the description of the
details of organization of the Boston Building and
Construction Trades Council.
Minutes for February 10, 1911.
74
Minutes for 1911.
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CHAPTER II
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE BOSTON BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TRADES
COUNCIL
Introduction
The Boston Building and Construction Trades Council
whose jurisdiction extends over Arlington, Boston, Belmont,
Brookline, Cambridge, Chelsea, Dedham, Everett, Malden,
Medford, Melrose, Milton, Revere, Reading, Somerville,
Stoneham, Winthrop, Wakefield, Winchester, Woburn and the
Islands of The Boston Harbor, is a complete organization.
The rules to govern the Council are designed to maximize the
effectiveness of union cooperation while preserving to the
greatest possible degree, the autonomy of member locals.
We shall in this chapter endeavor to describe the Council as
at present constituted, and at the same time, point to
significant changes that have occurred through time.
The organization of the Council will be discussed
under six main headings: Membership in the Council;
Representation in the Council; The Meetings of the Council;
The Officers of the Council; The Standing Committees, and;
The Revenues and Expenditures of the Council.
Membership
The Building and Construction Trades Council is
composed of the local building and construction trades unions
t
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which are members in good standing of national or inter-
national unions affiliated to the Building Trades Department
of the American Federation of Labor. The composition of the
Council in 1900 differed somewhat from its present state.
"This Council shall be composed of delegates, duly chosen...
by any bona fide labor organization whose membership is
composed of men engaged in the building trades."*
1
' By 1908,
affiliation of local unions to national or international
pbodies was made a condition of membership. J Technically,
the union is not free to decide v/hether or not it will become
a member of the Council. In its rules to govern local
councils, the Building Trades Department makes mandatory,
the affiliation by national or international unions of their
local unions with the Council.' This rule has been frequently
violated and non-membership in the Council was common,
particularly during times of crisis.
I
Building Trades Council of Boston and Vicinity,
Constitution, 1900, Article II, Section 1.
Building Trades Section of the Building Trades Department
of the A. F. of L., Constitution and By-laws
,
1908,
Article II, Section Ti
3
Building and Construction Trades Department, A. F. of L.
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Constitution and By-laws, Constitution to govern local
Councils. Section 4, 1948.
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The Council is required to accept any properly
qualified union which applies for membership. There are
certain exceptions to this rule, and in addition, the
Council has some control over its membership resulting from
its authority to suspend a Local. Any labor organization
under an agreement to work for an employer association
4 5
exclusively, or any dual union may be refused membership.
Failure to comply with the regulations of the Council is
punishable by suspension.
The early history of the Council provides a large
number of instances of unions being fined and expelled
for not observing Council regulations. Expulsion or
suspension of Local unions is not now often resorted to
because, as was discovered during the 1921 strike, trades
that were outside the Council might very well undermine the
effectiveness of the central body.
Representation in the Council
Unions are represented in the Council by delegates who
must be members in good standing of the organizations they
represent. In addition, they must be journeymen commanding
the current rate of wages or officers of the Local provided
3
Building and Construction Trades Councils of the Metro-
politan District, Constitution, 1940, Section 5.
5
Minutes for December 8
,
1921.
.jj .
.
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they are under salary as such. 0 The terms of the Constitution
of 1900, made the holding of an elective political office
or appointment as superintendent of a municipal or state
department along with the performance of "any business other
7
than his trade,” impediments to becoming a delegate.
Originally, the Council reserved the right to reject ”any or
O
all delegates.” 0 The present Constitution makes no mention
of rejection of a duly qualified and elected delegate.
The Minutes make no mention of a duly qualified delegate
being rejected.
The Council, however, has the authority to suspend a
delegate. The earliest records available list unauthorized
absence from three consecutive meetings as punishable by
suspension; in addition, suspension of a delegate is also
warranted when a delegate "shall persist in a course of
conduct degrading to himself or calculated to bring this
9
Council into odium...." While absenteeism was widespread
dur ing some periods, there is only one recorded instance of
a delegate being expelled under Section 51. Daniel McLean,
Iron Workers Union Local Ho. 7, was charged with riding in a
motorcade in support of the candidacy of Gasper G. Eacon
g
Bu il ding and Construction Trades Council of the Metro-
politan District, Constitution
,
1940, Section 9.
7 Ibid
.
,
Article 2, Section 2.
8 Ibid
.
9
Building and Construction Trades Council of the Metro-
politan District, Constitution, 1940, Section 51.
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for Lieutenant Governor, a candidate the Council opposed.
McLean was found guilty and was suspended.-10
The problem of determining how many delegates each
union should be entitled to was settled in 1906 by the
Structural Building Trades Alliance. Prior to 1906, each
union was allowed the same number of delegates regardless
11
of the size of its membership. In an effort to apportion
delegates in a manner fair to both large and small unions,
12
the following graduated scale was adopted:
100 members
200 members
400 members
800 members
1,600 members
3,200 members
6,400 members
12,800 members
No trade, regardless
or less 2
or more 4
or more 5
or more 6
o r mo r e 7
or more 8
or more 9
or more 10
of its membership.
delegates
delegates
delegates
delegat es
delegates
delega tes
delegates
delegates
is ever allowed more
than ten representatives. Where several allied local unions
of the same international exist within the jurisdic tiona
of the Council, these latter must form a district council.
The number of representatives these trades are allowed is
determined by the total district council membership. The
manner in which representatives are selected is determined
13by the district council.
°Minutes for December 9, 1932.
-^Building Trades Council of Boston and Vicinity,
Constitution, 1900, Article III, Section 1.
Building and Construction Trades Council of the Metro-
politan District, Constitution
,
1940, Section 8.
-^Interview with Mr. Ernest A. Johnson, June 14, 1949.
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Meetings
The first meetings of building trades councils were
informal gatherings of the various business agents. By 1900,
however, we find that the Boston building tradesmen had
regular meet ings in which parliamentary procedure was enforced
The Constitution of 1900, provided for regular meetings on the
14
second and the fourth Sunday of each month. At present,
Council meetings are held on the second Friday of each month
15
except during July and August when meetings are suspended.
In cases where swift action is required, special
meetings may be called by the President if he is requested
to do so by the Adjustment Board. At these special meetings
the regular order of business is suspended and only the
subjects listed in the request for the special meeting may
16
be discussed. The same quorum requirement of twenty
delegates representing half the trades is necessary at both
17
the regular and the special meetings.
Section 54 of the Constitution states that, "When
organization votes shall prevail, a majority of each
delegation shall carry the delegation.” The organization
vote, a rare occurrence, is taken at the request of a
Building Trades Council of Boston and Vicinity,
Constitution, 1900, Article IX, Section 1.
15
Building and Construction Trades Council of the Metro-
politan District, Constitution
,
1940, Section 11.
16
Ibid ., Section 12.
17 Ibid . . Section 11.
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delegate. In case a motion presented by a delegate is
defeated because of the action of a large number of delegates
representing a few trades, the delegate may request that each
1 ft
organization have one vote. If an organization vote
prevails, and if the delegates in an organization are equally
1 gdivided, each side is recorded as voting one-half. An
organization which refrains from voting is counted in the
2n
affirmative. As a general rule, voting is conducted by
recording the vote of each delegate; a simple majority is
sufficient for acceptance of a motion.
Provision for amendment of the Constitution or for
changes in the rules of order are subject to special
regulation. A proposed amendment requires the approval of
21
two-thirds of the delegates present at the meeting.
Moreover, the amendment must have been submitted to all the
affiliated organizations at least one month prior to the
22taking of the vote.
IE
Interview with Mr. Ernest A. Johnson, June 14, 1949.
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Building and Construction Trades Council of the Metro-
politan District
,
Constitution, 1940, Section 54.
20
Ibid
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Section 54.
Ibid.
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Officers of the Council
The Constitution of 1900, listed fourteen officers.
In addition to a president, a vice president and a business
agent, there was a recording secretary, a reading clerk, a
financial secretary, a treasurer, a sergeant at arms, three
trustees, and three auditors. The duties of the present
secretary-treasurer include those formerly performed by
the secretaries and the reading clerk. The trustees have
become responsible for auditing all the Council books.
Qualifications for office holding have not changed
materially since 1900. A delegate must be a qualified
building tradesman and must have been a member in good stand-
ing of his local union for a period of twelve months prior
24
to election to be eligible to hold office. There is one
other restriction on office holding. No two members of the
same local union can hold office in the Council at the same
time
The president presides at all the meetings, and is
responsible for preserving order and enforcing the
Constitution. In addition to the above, the president
exercises a general supervision over other Council officers.
23
Building Trades Council of Boston and Vicinity,
Constitution, 1900, Article IV, Section 1.
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Building and Construction Trades Council of the Metro-
politan Dis trie t
,
Constitution, 1940, Section 13.
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A study of the Minutes and of the records of the Council
leads to the conclusion that the president does not exercise
a dominant influence over Council policy. For one thing,
his terra of office expires in a year, and while he may seex
re-election, he seldom holds office more than a few years.
The secretary and the general agent are elected for three
year terms and, since these are not honorary positions,
re-election is assured if work has been satisfactory. These
latter are in a better position because of experience and
because theirs is a full-time job, to exercise a considerable
influence over the Council policy.
The vice president and the sergeant at arms play
minor roles in the Council. 1'he vice president, in addition
to occasional service on a committee, replaces the president
in case the latter is unable to appear, and assumes the chair
when a ruling of the president has been appealed. The
sergeant at arms is responsible for preserving order at the
27
meet ing
.
25
Ibid., Section 19.
27
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The duties of the trustees are outlined in Section 21
of the Constitution.
The trustees shall have supervision over all
funds and property of the council. They shall
see to it that the financial officers are
properly bonded and that the funds of the
council are placed in such bank as is selected
by the council as its depository in the name
of the council, and such funds cannot be with-
drawn except through checks regularly drawn
and signed by the proper officers. They shall
audit the books of the officers at the end of
each fiscal quarter and submit a statement of
said audit within two weeks after the close of
the fiscal quarter. All bills contracted for
by the council must be approved by the trustees
and by the council before warrant is drawn to
pay same
.
The trustees assume some responsibility for directing
the Council. By way of illustration, we might point to the
recommendations made by the trustees in 1932, when the
Council was in serious financial difficulty. Among the
suggestions adopted were: meetings were reduced to one per
month; the secretary- treasur er was employed only part time,
and; all unions three months in arrears were to receive no
28
"aid, comfort or support.” The trustees, however, do not
devote their full time to the affairs of the Council and,
hence, they rely heavily on information provided by the
secretary-treasurer and the general agent.
As has already been indicated, the general agent is
elected for a period of three years, and devotes full time
28
Minutes for July 8, 1932.
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to Council affairs. The general agent must, "note and
report the conditions in the building and construction
industry relating to the erection, alteration, demolition
29
and repair of all work." The general agent is to the
Council what the business agent is to the local union.
All jobs are policed by the general agent and any protest
by a local union concerning a contractor must be investigated
by the general agent. In certain cases, the general agent
is empowered to settle disputes that may arise on jobs.’'
The general agent is a member of the powerful Adjustment
31
Board but without the right to vote.
There seems to be little room for doubt that the
secre tary-treasurer has been the most influential officer
in the Council. The duties of the secretary are described
in Section 20 of the Constitution.
23
Building and Construction Trades Council of the Metro-
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,
Constitution, 1940, Section 22.
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Section 20 of the Constitution:
It shall he the duty of the Secretary-Treasurer
to keep a correct record of the transactions
of the Council. He shall sign all vouchers or
money orders on the treasury; on notice from
the President he shall notify members of special
meetings at least twenty-four hours prior to the
meeting, notify affiliated organizations of
absentees and perform such other duties that may
pertain to his office. Ee shall assist the
officers in their duties, and in the absence or
disability of the General Agent, shall perform
the duties of that office.
Ee shall receive all dues and money to be paid
to the Council. He shall keep an accurate record
of all money received and expended by the Council.
He shall notify all trades in arrears. He shall
furnish such bonds as the Council may require and
receive such salary as the Council by motion or
resolution may determine. He shall be entitled
to all the privileges of a member of the Adjust-
ment Board except that of voting.
The above recitation of the duties of the secretary-
treasurer is misleading insofar as it gives the impression
that the discharge of routine matters is the principal
concern of the secretary. Actually, Mr. Ernest A. Johnson,
who has held the office since 1918, is largely responsible
for the relatively successful operation of the Council.
He initiated and directed the drive for the organization of
maintenance workers; he has been prominent as a negotiator
for the Council and for member unions; and, as a member of
numerous state and local committees, he has been in a
position to promote the welfare of building tradesmen.
It is, of course, very difficult to evaluate the contribution
of any one man simply by studying the Council records. For
one thing, prior to 1918, the Minutes were inadequate and,
..
,
.
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«
Even after thatmoreover, they were deliberately made so
date, while the Minutes become less cryptic, they do not
contain necessary data. As will be seen below, the most
influential committee is the Adjustment Board before which
most controversial issues are debated. The Minutes of the
Adjustment Board meetings are destroyed sc that they cannot
be introduced as evidence in a court of law.' ' A precise
definition of the contribution of an individual in the
absence of knowledge gained by years of association must,
therefore, be inadequate. It seems safe to conclude that,
while Mr. Johnson has not enjoyed the dictatorial powers
of Parks, Brindell or McCarthy, he is the man to whom most
credit must go for intelligent guidance of the building
trades
.
Committees
The Constitution of the Council provides for the
formation of six standing committees. The composition and
the function of these committees has changed but little
since the inception of the Council. In 1900, there were
seven standing committees; the Credential Committee; the
Finance Committee; the Organizing Committee, the Legislative
Committee; the Resolution Committee; the Municipal Committee;
Interview with Mr. Ernest A. Johnson, February 8, 1949.
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and the Grievance Committee. 1' Under the present Constitution
the Finance Committee and the Resolution Committee have been
dispensed with, and the functions of the Grievance Committee
have been refrred to the Adjustment Board.
The Credential Committee consisting of three members,
the Municipal Committee composed of the Business Agents of
member locals, ana the Press Committee which includes the
president and the secretary-treasurer
,
play minor roles in
the affairs of the Council. Little mention is made of the
activities of these Committees in the Minutes, and, in the
case of the Municipal Committee, its function is not clearly
defined. The Constitution, in one sentence describes the
Municipal Committee as having to "...attend to all duties
referred to it by the Council and shall submit a report of
35their doings to the Council...." The Credential Committee
is responsible for ascertaining whether or not the delegates
36
are eligible for admission. Release of any statement to
37
the press comes under the surveillance of the Press Committee.
__ -
Building Trades Council of Boston and Vicinity,
Constitution, 1900, Article VII, Section 1.
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Building and d ons truc t ion Trades Council of the Metro-
politan District, Constitution, 1940, Section 29.
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The Legislative Committee had a fairly active career.
Committee menbers act as lobbyists and seek passage of
legislation favorable to the building trades as well as to
labor in general. In 1926, for example, members of the
Committee appeared before the House Ways and Means Committee
to speak in favor of the Public Control of the Boston
rz O
Elevated. In 1929, the Committee presented a detailed
report to the Council on the same bill and strongly urged
'ZQ
its passage. In 1932, members of the Legislative Committee
spearheaded a drive directed toward the amendment of rules
40for the prevention of accidents in the building industry.
The Organizing Committee is concerned primarily with
the unionization of unorganized branches of the industry.
References to the Organizing Committee in the Minutes are
few and far between. It is significant that when the
Council initiated an energetic campaign to organize the
maintenance worker a special committee was formed. The
relative inactivity of the standing committees in recent
years was explained by Mr. Johnson. In the absence of paid
SB
Minutes for April 22, 1927.
39
Minutes for May 24, 1929.
40
Minutes for January 22, 1932.
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History and Facts in Connection with Employment of
Union Building Tradesmen by the Boston Elevated Railway
,
Report presented by Mr. Ernest A. Johnson to the Executive
Board of the Building Trades Department, 1920.
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Council officers it was imperative that the burden of
administration be distributed as widely as possible. The
employment of full-time, salaried officers has eliminated
the necessity for a division of labor. The Committees are
still provided for by the Constitution, and members are
regularly elected. The functions of the Committees have
42
devolved upon the secretary-treasur er . Mr. Johnson has
assumed responsibility for securing legislative cooperation,
and he has attended largely to the matter of organization and
finance. There is, however, one Committee which still
functions effectively, and it is to this body that we now
turn our attention.
The Adjustment Board
The Adjustment Board is the most important of the
Committees. Originally, it was called the Grievance
Committee, and it was made up of representatives of each
43
craft. At present, each local union is represented by its
Business Agent; the President, the Secretary-Treasurer and
The General Agent represent the Council on the Board.
In addition to exercising control of the working
cards, the Grievance Committee had broad power to call
32
Interview with Mr. Ernest A. Johnson, June 10, 1949.
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Building Trades Council of Boston and Vicinity,
Constitution, 1900, Article XII, Section 1.
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strikes. In cases of dispute, the Constitution provided that
after an investigation had taken place, the Grievance
Committee might, "...if they think it advisable
,
order a with-
drawal of any or all crafts who may be employed on said job
or on all work being done in the City of Boston by the
44
contractor who is doing the job where the trouble occurred...."
Where swift action was not essential, the Grievance Committee
was required to bring the matter before the Council for
action
The authority of the Adjustment Board, as at present
constituted, is outlined in Section 54 of the Constitution.
It shall be the special business of the Adjustment
Board to take action on any trouble that may
occur on a job involving the crafts affiliated
to the Council. Where prompt action is required,
the Board must be called together immediately.
After hearing a statement of the case, if they
think it requires action, they shall appoint a
committee to visit the job reported, and they
shall endeavor to adjust the difficulty; failing
to do so they shall report back to the Adjustment
Board
.
There is no further indication in the Sections devoted to the
Adjustment Board as to what course of action may be pursued,
if, after failing to adjust the dispute, the Committee files
its report with the Adjustment Board. The rules pertaining to
calling strikes found in the General Laws explain the
procedure followed in such cases.
55
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Strikes may be called by the Council or the Adjustment
4 6
Board. Generally, the decision to call a strike rests
with the Adjustment Board. The Council is consulted only in
47
what might be classed as borderline cases. In some
instances, where the time factor is important, the Committee
appointed by the Adjustment Board may call the trades off the
Restrictions are placed on the discretion of the
Adjustment Board in calling strikes. If the strike is
contemplated against a contractor fair to union labor or a
sub-contractor working for the fair contractor, the dispute
must be submitted to the President of the Building and
49Construction Trades Department. The Council may not,
in addition, call a strike against a contractor fair to
union labor to correct any grievance of a jurisdictional
50
nature. Jurisdictional disputes are settled without
recourse to the economic power of the Council.
^
Building and Construction Trades Council of the Metro-
politan District, Constitution, 1940, Section 58.
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The Adjustment Board receives all grievances from
affiliated crafts. When a grievance is presented before the
Board, that body assumes a quasi- judicial role. Offending
contractors are summoned before the Board and given a chance
51
to testify in their own defense. In many instances,
proceedings of this sort lead to the signing of an agreement
with the Council. These agreements will, however, be
discussed more appropriately in the chapter on the collective
bargaining activities of the Council.
Revenue
The Constitution of 1900, listed the sale of working
cards, a $1.75 monthly payment to be collected from each
affiliated local and the sub-renting of halls, as the sources
52
of Council revenue. At present, the only regular sources
of income are the token affiliation fee of 05.00 per
organization and the per capita charge of $.50 per member
53per quarter. The per capita charge is determined by the
Council. At times when the Council was in dire financial
straits, it was unable to raise the per capita charge
51
Letter addressed to Samuel Glazer, April 1, 1940,
signed by Ernest A Johnson.
52
Building Trades Council of Boston and Vicinity,
Constitution, 1900, Article X, Section 1.
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because of the opposition of the Locals. Consent of the
Locals is also required for the levying of any special
assessment .54
In addition to initiation fees and per capita
charges, many Councils derive substantial revenue from the
sale of yearbooks .^ Despite frequent suggestions that the
Boston Council publish a yearbook, Mr. Johnson has succeeded
in convincing the Locals that revenue from such a publication
became the plain graft money.
Section 43 of the Constitution provides for the
accumulation of special funds. The money collected for
special funds is used in times of emergency to protect
working standards.^ 7 When building activity slackens,
contractors are likely to attempt cost reducing experiments
which tend to break down the prevailing employer-employee
58
relationship. The funds provide the Council with the means
o4
Building and Construction Trades Council of the Metro-
politan District, Constitution, Section 41.
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to aid unions in difficulty. Special funds may be, and are
set up for purposes other than maintaining union standards.
When the drive for the organization of maintenance workers
was undertaken in 1939, a special fund was collected. The
money was to he used exclusively to finance organization.
Special regulations govern special accounts when
these are set up. In the first place, no funds can be with-
drawn from the account except by a two-thirds vote taken at
KQ
a regular or a special meeting. Moreover, before such
action is contemplated, notices must be mailed to all the
delegates advising them of the "special order of business
relating: to action on withdrawal of such funds. All
drafts or withdrawals from the fund must bear the signature
of the secretary-treasurer and must be countersigned by
the president
.
Ever since the Council was organized, non-payment of
dues for three months was punished by suspension. The
troubled 1930 f s witnessed an exodus of many of the most power-
ful unions from the Council because of inability to meet
per capita charges. The Carpenters, the Teamsters, the
59
Building and Construction Trades Council of the Metro-
politan district, Constitution, 1940, Section 43.
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55
Painters and the Laborers among others found themselves
suspended for failure to meet financial obligations. The
Council could ill afford to be without these influential
organizations, and it became common to reinstate delinquent
locals by requiring that only a certain percentage of total
62
indebtedness be paid.
Expenditure of Council funds is restricted by Section
43 of the Constitution. "The funds of the Council shall be
used for no other purpose than the payment of the legitimate
bills of the Council." The current and legitimate bills
of the Council include salaries, rents and expenses incurred
in conducting the business of the Council. Expenses incurred
in litigation are borne by an assessment against the Locals
in proportion to their membership.
The Council operates within the framework which we
have just discussed. A more complete understanding of the
functioning of the Council may be gained by an examination
of its various activities. We shall, therefore, turn our
attention to the collective bargaining activities of the
Council
.
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CHAPTER III
THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ACTIVITIES OF THE COUNCIL
The purpose of a Building Trades Council is twofold :
(1) to protect and strengthen local unions in their dealings
with the employer, and (2) to protect the locals from one
another. The first function embraces all participation by
the Council in the Collective Bargaining process; the second
includes the Council’s role in jurisdictional disputes.
In this Chapter, we will review the Collective Bargaining
activities of the Building and Construction Trades Council
of Boston and Vicinity.
A The Council and General Agreements
The most satisfactory method of bargaining from the
viewpoint of the officers of the Council, is that which
involves industry wide bargaining within the jurisdictional
boundaries of the Council.^* This form of agreement, the
General Agreement, is negotiated by the Council with an
employer association. Despite the fact that the Building
Trades ’s Employers’ Association, founded in 1916, has also
favored the principle of the General Agreement, only three
I
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such agreements were negotiated. Opposition to the General
Agreement has come from the local unions who see in the
Council usurpation of prerogatives a menace to their own
autonomy. We shall reserve discussion of various viewpoints
on the General Agreement to a later section of this Chapter
in which we shall review Council policy.
I. The General Agreement of June 27, 1919 .
3The 1919 Agreement listed the objects of the pact/
In the first place, the Agreement was to "insure the public
against conditions of the past.” Secondly, the Agreement was
designed to prevent strikes and lockouts and to "insure
peacable adjustment to any and all grievances, disputes and
differences that may arise between any of the parties to
this Agreement without stoppage of work." Finally, the
2
The General Agreement is a collective bargaining contract
negotiated by the Council with an employer association. The
Council, as the "party of the second part," is responsible for
securing observance of the terms of the Agreement from its
member locals who have ratified the Agreement. Three General
Agreements were negotiated by the Boston Council: one on
June 27, 1919; one on July 15, 1922; and the last on
February 17, 1926.
3
Agreement and Plan of Arbitration Between the Building
Trades Employers 1 Association and the United Building Trades
Council, June 27, 1919, Article I.

58
Agreement was aimed to "...bring about as near as it is
possible at this time, uniform conditions that will tend to
\ stabilize and encourage the building industry....”
The Agreement made an attempt to secure some degree
of uniformity in wage rates. Minimum wage rates were set
at $.90 per hour for unskilled labor to March 31, 1920 after
ii 4
which date, it was to be raised to $1.00. It is interesting
to note that the General Agreement did not fix a specific
wage rate, it merely established a minimum and any trade
which could secure a higher rate from the employer, was at
liberty to do so. The $.90 minimum did not apply to skilled
and semi-skilled workers whose rates were set individually.
Thus, the Plumbers were to receive a minimum of $.80 till
October 1, 1919 and $.90 till January 1, 1920 after which date
their minimum was to be raised to $1.00 per hour.^ The
rates for all other types of skilled work were similarly fixed
in the Agreement.
The hours issue and the important matter of overtime
payment were left undisturbed. These conditions had been
worked out in negotiations between individual employers and the
crafts and, providing they were in existence on April 1, 1919,
4
Ibid., Article II, Section 1.
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In general, these individualgthey were not to be changed,
agreements stipulated a forty-four hour week; with double
7
time for overtime. If these individual agreements incorpo-
rated any provisions which conflicted with the Agreement, they
were to be made to conform to the terms of latter at the
8
expiration of these individual agreements.
Cpposition to the General Agreement by the crafts was
discouraged by two provisions. In the first place, any
group not signatory to the Agreement was deprived of any
assistance from the Council. In Section 1 of Article VI, the
Council is bound not to lend "aid, comfort or support to any
of the building trades who refuse to become a party to this
Agreement ." The prospect of securing terms even more
attractive than those provided in the Agreement is excluded
by a clause binding the Building Trades Employers’
Association to agree that none of their members "shall give
to any trade or calling any better conditions or wages than
the parties to this Agreement shall receive under this
9
contract." The individual union had nothing to gain and
5
Ibid., Article III, Section 1.
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The Boston Daily Globe, January 19, 1921.
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Agreement and Plan of Arbitration Between the Building
Trades Employers * Association and the United Building Trades
Council
,
-June 277', 1915, Article V. Section 1.
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everything to lose by refusing to sign the Agreement.
Deprived of Council support its bargaining power would be
materially weakened; it could not hope to fare as well as
signatories to the Agreement should it become involved in any
dispute. The Agreement was signed by twenty-six craft
10
groups, there being no significant exceptions.
provisions Relating to Disputes
The General Agreement made an attempt to provide for
adjustment of disputes without recourse to strikes or
lockouts. These weapons of industrial warfare were prohibited;
all grievances were to be submitted to the Board of
11
Arbitration which was to be organized at a joing conference.
The "no strike provision" of the 1919 Agreement was
subject to certain exceptions. (1) The unions were not bound
by the no strike clause on jobs where non-union men were
employed. This exception prevented the employer from taking
advantage of the no strike clause to break down the closed
shop. (2) Any employer doing work outside of Boston must
observe the regulations of the locality in which he was
working. (3) Employers workihg outside of the Boston area
must recognize the jurisdcition of crafts if jurisdictional
claims were authorized by the National or International body
and provided further, that these claims be filed with the
10
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Secretary of the Association. (4) Should any member of the
Association violate any of the above exceptions, the
Association was to render no support. The Council would be
at liberty to conduct a strike on the project provided forty-
eight hours notice had been furnished the Secretary of the
. ... 12
Assoc lat ion.
The Arbitration Board provided in Article IV was
organized in August 1919 and the Rules governing the Board
were signed August 21, 1919. As far as can be ascertained,
this represented the first experiment with a permanent
arbitration board in Boston building industry. The Board was
short-lived and it was not involved in any spectacular
decisions but the policy laid down to guide its deliberations
provide an insight into the Council's solution for bringing
peace to the industry.
The Building Trades Employers’ Association and the
United Building Trades Council each designated one member to
in.
represent its sub-divisions. * The Board was to have joint
.... t . 14 , . . ^chairmen and joint secretaries. A majority of each group
was sufficient for a quorum. In addition to the Council and
Association representatives, each group appointed three
12
Ibid., Article IV.
13
Plan of Arbitration
,
August 21, 1919, Article I,
Section 1.
14
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umpires each of whom must he "actually engaged" in the
building industry in Eos ton. 15
The Board’s authority was limited to the adjustment
of matters "as are not covered by the Agreement of June 27,
1919, which cannot be harmoniously settled by the parties
1
6
thereto." In none of the agreements signed by the Council
is there any attempt to specify precisely what shall be a
proper subject of arbitration. With the exception of the
few reservations to Article IV of the Agreement, any
grievance or dispute might be brought before the Board.
The Council has not attempted to restrict arbitration
because the employers never abused the right of practically
1
7
unlimited arbitration.
The procedure to be followed in case of a dispute
1
8
is carefully outlined in the Plan. A complaint must be
presented, in writing, to both Secretaries either of whom
may call a meeting' of the Board. Unless the Board reaches
a unanimous decision, the grievance is brought before a
section composed of equal numbers of interested employers
and employees. Any decision of the Board must be unanimous
T5
Ibid., Article II, Sections 4 & 5.
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Ibid., Article II, Section 1.
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III, Sections 1 & 2.
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failing which, an umpire is chosen at random from the Panel
of Umpires. The decision of the Umpire, which must tie
handed down within seventy-two hours, is final and binding
on b oth parti es .
Jurisdictional disputes were proper subjects for
arbitration under the Plan. When a dispute over jurisdiction
arose, the employer was at liberty to proceed with any
craft he saw fit. £uch disputes were processed in precisely
the same manner as grievances. In rendering a decision,
the awards of the national Board of Jurisdictional Awards
had to be respected, but, in the absence of a previous
decision covering the work in contention, the arbitrator
19
was to use his own judgment. The inclusion of juris-
dictional disputes is one of the striking aspects of the
Plan. Until 1935, the unions consistently refused to allow
employer participation in the abjudication of disputes involv-
ing jurisdction. Opposition to employer participation was
so strong that in 1931 when the Building Trades Department
sanctioned Local Boards for settling jurisdictional disputes
on which management was represented, president Broach withdrew
his Electrical Union from the Department. Had the Board
been given a fair trial in 1919, many of the jurisdictional
quarrels which plagued the Council in the 1920's and the
Ibid., Article III, Sections 4 & 5.
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early 1930's might have been settled peacefully.
The Agreement of 1919 brought a semblance of peace
to the building industry. The mechanism for settling disput*
was seldom resorted to; most difficulties were ironed out by
20local unions with individual contractors. Dissention was
mounting with the rising cost of living, however, and many
unions were campaigning against the renewal of the General
Agreement. The clash which resulted culminated in the
Strike of 1921.
II . The General Agreement of 1922
In May 1920, the Employers' Association requested
that conferences be held to discuss a new Agreement. The
Council at a meeting, appointed one representative from each
21
affiliated organization to meet with the employers. This
first meeting was unproductive of a solution but before the
next meeting between the two parties occurred, the Council
had decided, on September 20, to embody a universal wage
scale of $1.50 an hour in the next General Agreement. 22
At the September 20, meeting, the Council toyed with the
idea of including a provision for increases in the wage rate
if the cost of living rose during the year but as far as can
be ascertained, the scheme was not considered at the
bargaining table.
o-i Interview with Ernest A. Johnson, February 7, 1949.
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There existed a wide divergence of view as to what
form of agreement was most satisfactory. The spectre of
autonomy had reared its head and opposition to the General
Agreement in some quarters prevented concerted action by the
Council. The Electricians and the plasterers were bitterly
opposed to any form of General Agreement. In an effort to
rally all unions to a united front, Moriarty suggested that
the employers be presented the following propositions:
(1)
"
...the trades will sign the Agreement of
June 27, 1919 for a stated period, which period shall
be determined by the Council;
(2) "...the trades will continue to work under
the present form of Agreement but they will not
sign any new form of Agreement unless it grants an
increase in wages;
(3) "...that the affiliated trades of the
United Building Trades Council desire to negotiate
agreements with employers of their crafts through
their respective trade organi zat ions . "23
The employers' offer of $1.00 per hour and time and
one-half for overtime was rejected by the Council only to be
followed by a new offer providing $.90 an hour. In an
effort to stave off the impending strike Huddell made a
motion that the Council renew its offer to extend the 1919
Agreement to May 1, 1921. The Council was to serve notice
that it would resist any wage reduction and, furthermore,
it would reserve the right after January 20, 1921, to
24
negotiate with individual employers.
23
Minutes for January 7, 1921.
24
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The strike motion by Carroll followed the discussion
of Hud dell’s suggestion. The motion to withdraw all men
working on any operation being conducted by members of the
Building Trades Employers' Association at 5.00 p.m. on
25Wednesday, January 19 was carried.
( a) The 1921 Strike
It is difficult to reconstruct the motives of the
Employers during the 1921 controversy. The 1921 Strike was
conducted against a background of concerted attempts to
establish the open shop. The American Plan Movement was
succeeding in San Francisco in annihilating the closely-knit
Building Trades Council in that City. If the Boston
employers were attempting to deliver a crushing blow to
building trades unions they adopted a method directly opposed
to that used in other cities. In the Hew York, San
Francisco and Chicago, open shop drives, the employers planned
their moves for the purpose of eliminating the Council. They
stood ready at all times to deal with individual unions.
Once the coordinating agency ceased functioning the task of
challenging the union's power proved much easier. The Boston
employers, on the other hand, insisted on negotiations
through the Council. Perhaps they hoped that by insisting
upon a General Agreement they could succeed in pitting
opposing groups' opinions against each other and thereby
2Z~
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render the Council ineffective. This point of view seems
somewhat unlikely in view of the employers' repeated requests
for General Agreements after they realized the Building
Trades Unions were here to stay. A more satisfactory
explanation lies in the idea that hy requiring the Council,
as a party to an agreement, to discipline refractory members,
industrial peace could be more easily maintained.
In an article which appeared in the Boston Daily
Globe, Mr. Ernest Johnson presented the Council's reasons
for calling the Strike. Although the employers offered $.90
per hour, the Council believed they would accept $1.00.
What they would not accept was restoration of double time.
The employers stood firm on their time and one-half proposal.
Moreover, employers insisted on reducing traveling time to
two hours. The overtime and the traveling time issues were
26
the ones which precipitated the Strike.
25
The Boston Daily Globe, January 20, 1921
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A table comparing increases in the cost of living
and wage increases in Massachusetts from 1914 to 1920
inclusive, lent some support to the Council's refusal to
p 7take a cut on the basis of the cost of living.
Average cost of living yearly 1914-1920 138.1
Wages increased 1914-1920 94.1
Increase in cost of living over wage increase 24.2
Cost of living on December 31, 1920 183.9
Cost of living on January 31, 1921 179.6
Cost of living decrease December 31 - January 31.. 004.3
There is no indication as to how the table was compiled and
it is entirely possible that a definite bias was introduced.
Accurate or not, however, these were figures appearing’ on
the cover of the Minute Booh fa record of the proceedings at
Council meetings), and undoubtedly influenced the tradesmen.
The Boston Globe on January 24, 1921, offered statistical
information of wages paid to building tradesmen from 1914 to
1920. In the period of 1914-1920 the hourly rate paid the
building tradesmen increased 69.9$ while the weekly rate
rose 66$. The living cost for the same period was 96$
The tie-up which followed the Strike was complete.
The employers claimed prior to the walkout that 30,000 men
would be idle. Union figures were more conservative;
27
Source: State of Massachusetts Commission on the
necessaries of lliife .
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15,000 men were said to be affected. The day after the Strike
Mayor Andrew J. Peters placed the number of idle workmen
E 8
at 15,000.
J
We may glean from newspaper statements some idea
of the effectiveness of the walkout. The Globe claimed that
construction in Shawsheen was held up and, moreover, that
2 Qjobs within a radius of fifty miles were struck. On
January 21, the Globe carried a description of the Strike.
"At no time yesterday was there any trouble
as the Strike was complete and every union man
went out. As a result there was no picketing
on any of the jobs and all was quiet with no men
applying for work." 30
By January E4, strikers were numbered at about
IE, 000 representing 32 trades. Mr. Johnson claimed that
the union men who were employed were waking under the old
conditions, a statement denied by John P. Walsh, Secretary
of the Association. The employers in the construction and
material trades banded together just as determined as their
workmen to enforce their ideas. The $.90 offer was a maximum
and the Association made it clear that unless the trades
accepted, the employers would lower the rate to $.80 on
March 10.
SB
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With sixteen million dollars of construction at an
absolute standstill and with Massachusetts faced with the
greatest housing shortage in its history, a number of attempts
were made to arbitrate the dispute. The newly formed
Boston Building Congress endeavored to form a Committee for
the purpose of ascertaining who was at fault. The Architects
and the Civil Engineers suggested a Board of Arbitrators
composed of ten members to be chosen as follows: two from
the Building Employers Association; two from the United
Building Trades Council; two from the Boston Society of
Engineers and two economists to be selected by the President
<zp
of Harvard. After March 10, when the employers severed
relations with the Council, the State Board of Arbitration
proposed a plan similar to that suggested by the Engineers. ^3
Reactions to the various arbitration proposals was
mixed. The Plumbers, Plasterers and the Electricians were
all opposed to any form of arbitration since they felt it
34
would involve some type of General Agreement. Huddell
spoke for the group favoring arbitration and enumerated the
35
reasons which made arbitration feasible. In the first
_
The Boston Globe, January 24, 1921.
32
The Boston Globe, March 1, 1921.
33
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place, he advised, labor always stood in favor of arbitration.
Secondly, if the men returned to work "we would meet with the
employers on a different basis . . .Twhichj would favor us as a
point of view would be changed." Lastly, labor was responsible
for the law on the statute books that in any controversy either
side could apply for an investigation of any dispute under the
direction of the State Board of Arbitration. The vote on the
arbitration proposal was 11 to 5 in favor.
The employers consistently refused to accept any
plan to arbitrate. They were not opposed to the principle of
arbitration they asserted, but they would arbitrate only if
36the Council was in unanimous agreement." The lack of
interest on the part of the employers was in large part due
to men returning to work as individuals for $.90. Moreover,
the Employers' Association had grown rapidly and was
impressed by its own first attempt to flex its muscles.
Gould, in reporting for the strike committee, stated that
the "...Committee will all agree that employers as at
37
present constituted are drunk with power, will do no business."
In addition, there is the possibility that the Association
hoped that by prolonging the Strike it could so weaken the
unions that it could dictate its own terms. This view received
Minutes for April 29, 1921.
37
Minutes for October 13, 1921.
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support in the Council where Gould stated that
"he had received a report that at a meeting of the
employers in Worcester, the Boston employers had
stated that they had a set of rules and wages
already compiled, and would be ready to put same
into effect on short notice about the first week in
January 1922, had suggested a system of zone
activities to clean up one section at a time,
were to recommend this plan at the National
Builders’ Convention."*^®
After nearly a year of the strike, the Council was
still rent by dissention. little assistance was received by
unions from the International even after all the unions made
simultaneous complaints to the Buildiiig Trades Department.
The financial position of the Council was precarious; few
unions were able to meet per capita charges. Two of the most
powerful trades, the Bricklayers and the Plumbers, no longer
were members of the Council. The Electricians were unalterably
opposed to any form of general agreement. At the Council
held December 8, Kelley, representing Local 103 of the
Electricians, left no doubt as to the Electricians position,
"We will do business our own way, will work for $.50 an hour
and under open shop conditions before we sign a general
agreement . "*^ 9 a rundown of the various unions on December 8
to determine the status of each with reference to a settle-
ment of the Strike showed a marked division of opinion.
Seventeen trades were reported in favor of a General Agreement.
The Pap erhaugers and Sign Writers had their own scale to
Ilinutes for December 8, 1921.
29 Ibid.
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present a General Agreement. The Cement Finishers would
sign a General Agreement but were opposed to arbitration.
The Plasterers and the Electricians wanted no part in a
General Agreement. The Carpenters were divided; they did not
want a General Agreement but they would sign one. The
Carpenters' District Council withdrew from the Council on
January 1, 1922 and they were followed by the Upholsterers.
In an effort to stem the tide, Ernest A. Johnson, presented
a resolution which met with general approval, granting
40
autonomy to all the Locals.
Despite repeated attempts to negotiate an agreement,
the Strike lasted until July 15, 1922, when the intervention
of Mayor James M. Curley proved successful. The Boston City
40
Minutes for January 12, 1922.
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41
Record carried the following account:
The Agreement which will bring peace to the
building industry in Boston was signed at a conference
at four o'clock upon the 14th instant at the office
of Mayor James M. Curley in City Hall. Committees
representing the Building Trades Employers Association
and the United Building Trades Council attended the
Conference
.
The Agreement was signed by Parker F. Soule,
President, and John F. Walsh, as the representatives
of the Employers' Association, and James F. Fitzpatrick
and E. A. Johnson, Secretary, for the Unions. The
Agreement becomes operative immediately and only those
trades which have agreed to abide by its terms will
be benefited.
The General Agreement of 1922 was similar to the 1919
Agreement. There were, however, several significant differ-
ences which we shall enumerate.
The wages were fixed at the $.90 minimum, the hours
of work were fixed at forty-four with time and one-half
42for over time except on Sundays and holidays." Individual
trades were allowed to bargain with their craft employers
subject to approval by the Association and the Council and
provided further, that these agreements be made part of the
43
General Agreement. 1 Section 1A of Article III sought to
secure control of the industry for the Association and the
Council. The Association was bound to employ workmen
affiliated to the Council provided, of course, the Council
41
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could supply them with ’’reliable, competent and otherwise
acceptable men in sufficient numbers to meet their require-
ments.”44 The Council obligated itself to give preference
to members of the Association in furnishing workmen. 4 ^
Agreements of this type were not without precedent.
Sx&usive agreements were common in New York at the turn of
46
the century.
Several provisions were aimed at forcing the unions
to make use of the grievance machinery set up in Article V
which provided for an arbitration board along the lines of
the Plan of August 1919. The Council agreed that should
any affiliated union violate provisions of the Agreement
or refuse to submit any dispute to arbitration, the
47
employers would have the right to lock out such members.
The powers of the Arbitration Board were more
specifically defined in the 1922 Agreement •
"It is clearly understood that this Arbitration
Board is to settle any and all disagreements, mis-
understandings, or questioned interpretations of
any kind that may arise in any trade or between
any employer groups . . . ."4 8
43
Ibid., Article III, Section 1A.
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Ibid., Article III, Section IB.
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As a further guarantee that the unions lived up to the
Agreement, the Council was made responsible for persuading
authorized officers of the Internationals to vouch for
observance of the Agreement by their respective locals.
The Agreement signed in 1922 suggests a much stronger
Employers' Association than the one that signed the 1919
Agreement. They were able, temporarily at least, to enforce
the $.90 wage and the time and one-half over time rate in
addition to strengthening the arbitration provisions. They
were not successful in undermining the Council. The 1922
Agreement proved only a temporary set-back for the Council.
49
By 1922, they were able to secure the $1.00 rate. When the
Association sought to secure another General Agreement in
1923, the Council refused on the grounds that the Employers
were not willing to abide by the decisions of the national
50Jurisdictional Board of Awards.
In 1925, the employers made another sustained effort
to secure a General Agreement. At a conference held
March 25, 1925, the employers made it clear that under
no conditions would craft employers deviate from the general
51policy of the Association which was a three-year agreement.
49
History and Facts in Connection with Employment of Union
Building Tradesmen by the Boston Elevated Railway
,
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presented by Ernest A. Johnson to the Executive Bo ard of th
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When a vote on the General Agreement was recorded on
April 24, 1925, the trades divided as follows: nine in favor,
six and one-half opposed and two and one-half not voting.^ 2
Again on May 8, a roll call was taken. Eight trades had
agreements, ten trades had not succeeded in negotiations for
the coming year. After protesting against the General
Agreement, the Painters' District Council resigned.
When the Association suggested that the 1919 Agree-
ment be reestablished they were notified that the Council
53
favored the principle of the General Agreement.** The Agree-
ment of February 17, 1926, was endorsed by very few trades.^4
52
Minutes for April 24, 1925.
53
Minutes for August 18, 1925.
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The General Agreement of 1926 was a General Agreement
only in the strict sense of the term. It deserves the
name because it was negotiated by the Council with an employer
association. Actually, the Agreement was accepted by a
few trades; the others made their own agreements with
individual employers. The Agreement of 1926, therefore,
had no significant effect on the industrial relations in
the Boston building industry.
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The fact that the Agreement was ratified by a small minority
of the trades lends emphasis to a point already made; the
officers of the Council were always partial to the General
Agreement but the majority of the unions, particularly the
strong trade bodies, would not follow the recommendations of
Council officers in this matter.
The Agreement of 1926 was the last General Agreement
negotiated by the Council for building tradesmen in the employ
of general contractors. After 1926, the Council assumed
an advisory role and acted as a clearing house for proposals
submitted by its members. We do not wish to imply, however,
that the Council assumed a minor role in collective
bargaining activities. It rendered invaluable service to
the unions assisting them in negotiations and by providing
them with information and advice.
( b ) The Council and the Maintenance Worker
The Council has exerted considerable influence in
another area of collective bargaining. Mr. Ernest A.
Johnson is largely responsible for negotiation of agreements
covering maintenance men. In this section we will attempt to
review Council activity in the organization of the maintenance
workers in the employ of the Boston Elevated Hailway.
As early as 1922 we find Mr. Ernest A. Johnson
requesting that a committee be formed to "look into agree-
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merits covering maintenance and permanent workers. 1,55 The
plea was renewed in February of the following year. Letters
were sent to other building trades councils requesting
information on agreements governing maintenance workers.
A few councils had such agreements on a limited scale; most
had given no thought to the matter and one scoffed at the
56
idea. A conference with the Transit Commission in 1922,
resulted in an increase in the Engineers’ pay from $30.00
to $38.40 per week. The Ironworkers were granted a $.10
per hour wage increase, two weeks vacation with pay and a
promise of steady work.^ 7 It was not until 1929, however,
that the Council succeeded in negotiating an agreement with
the Elevated.
Prior to 1918, the Boston Elevated did not employ
building tradesmen who were members of craft unions
affiliated to International Unions of the Building Trades
Department. All craftsmen were members of the Local Union
of Amalgamated Street and Electric Railway Employees Union
and as such they received approximately the same rates and
5ft
worked as the "blue-uniformed” employees. John F. Stevens,
__
Letters addressed to the United Building Trades Council
by various trades councils.
56Letter addressed to the United Building Trades Council
by the Cleveland Council.
^Minutes for June 9, 1922.
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a labor man who had secured appointment as Trustee, was
largely responsible for having the building tradesmen turned
over to their respective unions.
The first Agreement with the craft unions in 1919
came about through the efforts of the officers of the United
Building Trades Council. In his report, Mr. Johnson described
59
the results of the Agreement:
The mechanical forces in the employ of the Elevated
were absorbed by the craft unions; seniority privileges
were abolished; an eight hour day and a forty-four
hour week were put into effect; wages were increased
and many other conditions enjoyed by outside building
trades workers were adopted.
During the strike of 1921, the Elevated had continued
the $1.00 rate but after the strike, they paid the prevailing
rate of $.90. When the trades secured $1.00 per hour in
1922, maintenance workers requested a raise. The Trustees
of the Elevated argued that because of continuity of employ-
ment, the yearly salary of building tradesmen employed by
the road was much higher than that of employees of general
building contractors.
The trades discussed the Trustees' attitude and it
was voted "that each cisft negotiate their own respective
agreements." 6^ All Trades signed agreements embodying a $.10
differential with the exception of the Ironworkers who accepted
an arbitral award of $.07 l/2,
59 Ibid.
60
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From 1923 to 1929, the Boston Elevated made verbal
agreements with the separate crafts, with agreements including
the differential. In 1923, the unions refused to accept the
lesser rate but, when an effort at collective bargaining
through the Council failed, the differential was continued.
In 1928, the minimum rate was raised to $1.37 l/2 per hour
but when in September of the same year the outside trades
were granted a raise, the maintenance workers brought a
grievance before the Adjustment Board charging the Elevated
6
1
with failure to pay the going rate. A committee was
appointed to discuss the differential with the Elevated and
on October 26, 1928, the Council voted "that we go on record
as dealing collectively with the Boston Elevated Railway. "62
Electrical Workers, Ironworkers and Blacksmiths were recorded
63
as voting in the negative. The Agreement with the Elevated
was signed on January 14, 1929.
The first article, in addition to setting the wage
scale for each craft, provided that if any craft secured an
increase in wages with a majority of employers, the new scale
61
Ibid.
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would be adopted and adjusted on the basis "of the
differential wage scale in effect at that time." 64
effect of this clause was to remove the question of wages
from consideration at the bargaining table. Of course,
the trades could still dicker about the differential but th
wage rate was tied to the prevailing rate paid by general
contractors
•
With the exception of the common laborers and the
engineers, the hours of work were fixed at eight hours per
day except Saturday when only four hours were to be worked.
Over- time rates were set at time and one-half except for
work on Sundays or on one of the ten legal holidays, when
A K
double time had to be paid.
The contract embodied still another novel feature.
The Elevated agreed that on any new building costing more
. 66
than $5,000, the regular scale was to be paid. The
rationale of this clause is readily discernible.
Article V provided machinery for settling disputes.
Any grievance, jurisdictional dispute or any differences
with the Company on which an agreement was not reached,
64
Agreement, Boston Elevated Railway Company and the
Uni ted~Buil ding Trades~Council of Boston and Vicinity
,
January 14, 19 E9.
65
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were to be taken up through the Council. In case the Council
and the representatives of the Elevated were unable to arrive
at a satisfactory solution, arbitration became compulsory
at the request of either party. The Council and the Elevated
each selected one arbitrator and these two were to select a
third. The decision of the arbitrators was binding upon both
parties. Any strike or lockout was prohibited pending an
arbitral award.
The major provisions of the 1929 Agreement are
still in force. Few changes have been made and these were
incorporated into the 1945 Agreement. The latter included
a $.09 differential and made more liberal allowance for
6 7trades whose employment was subject to greater fluctuation.
Thus, a $.03 differential was granted Upholsterers, Laborers,
Shop and Millmen and Carpenters. Further safeguards were
provided for men whose employment was of very short duration.
Temporary help employed less than ninety-five days was
to be paid retroactive wages to make up the, difference between
the Company and the outside rate.
The 1945 Agreement also embodied a vacation plan.^ 8
All employees covered by the Agreement who worked one hundred
and ninety or more days in the previous calendar year were
—
Agreement, Boston Elevated Railway Company and the
Building ana Construction Trades Council of Boston and
Vicinity, 1945, December 20, Article I.
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entitled to two weeks vacation with pay. Employees with
ninety-five days hut less than one-hundred-ninety days were
eligible for one week vacation with pay. The Agreement
specifies, however, that vacations were to be assigned by the
Company. Time lost because of injury sustained while on
duty was not to be computed as time lost in determining
vacation eligibility.
Reaction to the Council negotiation of the Agreement
with the Elevated was not as unfavorable as it had been with
reference to the agreements with the Employers' Association.
Nevertheless, there was some opposition. The Electricians
protested their inclusion by the Council in the Agreement of
1929 and carried their case before the Executive Board of
the Building Trades Department. The Electricians were upheld
at a convention of the Department at Miami on February 11,
1929. The Department ruled that "...no local council is
empowered or is possessed of the right to make an agreement
6 Qfor a local union without the consent of the latter." Any
Local not a party to the Agreement is in no way bound by the
provisions of the Agreement. Should a Local desire to become
a party during the life of the Agreement the terms which it
accepts become addenda to the original Agreement. Thus, on
February 7, 1946 the International Association of Bridge
69 /Proceedings of the Twenty-third Annual Convention of
the Building Trades Department of the American federation
of labors 1929
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Structural and Ornamental Iron workers were included in the
Agreement and the Hoisting and Portable, Power Shovel and
Dredge Engineers Local No. 4 became a party to the Agreement
on April 17, 1946.
70
The insurance plan covering the building tradesmen
in the employ of the Transit Authority is worthy of mention.
In a letter addressed to the Council on December 3, 1945,
Edward Dana expressed the Company’s willingness to enter into
negotiations ,T to provide group health and accident benefits
under a standard form of insurance policy....” 71 Insurance
plans were negotifted independently of Council action and
hence we will not undertake a discussion of the provisions
of such plans.
The Council has been active in attempts to organize
maintenance men wherever the latter threaten union building
tradesmen. In 1929, a committee was formed to investigate
tradesmen. In 1929, a committee was formed to investigate
7 2
conditions in the Thompson Spa Company. In its report
the Committee declared,
70
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"we are aware that in taking the step to organize
and formulate agreements covering maintenance men,
building tradesmen are entering into a new and
broad field and we submit that the facts to be
taken into consideration are as follows .... ”73
The facts which are enumerated give us some insight into the
policy which guided the Council in its attempts to secure
organization of the maintenance force.
The first fact presented by the Committee concerned
the comparison of yearly earnings of the maintenance men with
the yearly earnings of tradesmen in the employ of general
contractors. The report makes no mention of the application
of any specific differential though, clearly, they had it
in mind. In September of the same year we find in a proposed
agreement a differential of $.12 1/2. In addition to the
higher yearly earnings which resulted from continuous employ-
ment the report pointed to other advantages enjoyed by
maintenance men: "vacations, insurance, discounts on
purchases, etc." These are the considerations which made
the Boston Council willing to accept a differential for
maintenance men.
__
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There were other motives in the Council’s attempt to
unionize maintenance men. The Committee lists, in addition
to the above, the "opportunities for employment that will be
available to many of our older members who are now
discriminated against." A committee appointed on February 10,
1933, to study the maintenance men situation discovered an
7 5
additional reason for organization of maintenance men. In
its report the committee declared,
"Wherever there are large plants or properties,
we have been confronted with the problem of
maintenance employees taking the place of union
men either upon completion of work done under
contract or on general maintenance and up-keep work."
This was particularly true at Harvard University where old
buildings were purchased by the University and the extensive
7 fi
remodeling was performed by its maintenance men.
Hot all traa.es felt competition from maintenance men
and this seems to account for the apathy among most unions
with respect to conducting organizing campaigns. According to
the Report of the 1933 Committee, the trades who suffered
most keenly from the maintenance men competition were the
Carpenters, the Painters, the Electricians, the Steamfitters
and the Plumbers. Although the Committee did not seem
particularly optimistic about union action, they recommended
75
Maintenance Building Trades Report
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that "...the Council should, go on record as endorsing and
promoting the effort to organize maintenance employees and to
establish rates of wages and conditions under which such
employees will operate."
In 1939 the Council took more direct action in an
attempt to organize the maintenance men. A Committee
consisting of the officers of the Council and interested
business agents set out to organize building trades
employees in all industries other than those already operating
77
with union men. The Committee was given full authority
to organize a Local, the Building and Construction Trades
Meintenance Employees Union of Boston and Vicinity. The
initiation fee was to be $5.00. The fees that were collected
were kept in a special fund and used exclusively to finance
organi zations
.
When a sufficient number of men from a craft were
organized into the Maintenance Union, these could be turned
over to the separate crafts if the latter were agreeable to
the transfer.
As a result of Council activity, maintenance workers
in many industries were organized. The agreements covering
maintenance men were concluded by the companies with
individual unions. Department-store maintenance men and the
maintenance men in the employ of Harvard University have
^
Minutes for February 24, 1939.
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signed agreements whose provisions are generally similar
to those of the Agreement with the Elevated.
( c ) Agreements with Individual Contractors
We have been primarily concerned up to this point
with the Council's efforts to secure agreements. After 1926,
collective bargaining contracts were signed by the local
union and the individual craft employer. This type of
agreement, in the absence of Council action, weakened the
position of the local considerably. The Council was formed
originally to prevent, by use of the sympathetic strike,
the employer from violating contracts with impunity. The
sympathetic strike is an expensive weapon and not one to be
used indiscriminately. The Council has devised another method
of bringing its greater bargaining strength to bear upon
employers to obviate violations.
When complaints are brought before the Adjustment
Eoard charging violations of agreements by several unions
against an employer, the Council makes an attempt to secure an
agreement with the employer binding him to observance of
7 fi
contract provisions. The most common agreement of this type
is the standard Form 1 agreement. In the Form 1 contract,
the employer binds himself to
7S
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’’pay the wages and conform to all the working
rules and conditions as specified in the Several
Agreements in effect between the respective
Building and Construction Trade Unions and
their employers....”
A further provision of the Form 1 agreement stipulates that
in contracts and sub-contracts, the firm
’’will specify and see to it that only members
in good standing in their respective Unions
affiliated to the Building and Construction
Trades Council of Boston and Vicinity shall be
employed on the work.” 7 ^
Form 1 agreements were signed by the Jefferson Construction
Company of Chelsea, Massachusetts, July 17, 1944 and
Gerard P. Friel of Hedford, June 10, 1943 among others.
Since these agreements are generally designed to
meet specific conditions there is considerably variation in
the provisions of agreements not of the standard Form 1 type.
To discuss all the provisions appearing in this type of
contract would entail a discussion far too lengthy. We shall
attempt to describe a few of them in an effort to trace
Council policy in dealing with employers who violate contract
clauses
.
When several unions brought charges of violation of
wage provisions against Samuel Glazer, the latter was
80
requested to appear before the Adjustment Board. Since the
1940 agreement which had been violated made no provision for
79
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violations, Samuel Glazer was forced to sign an addenda under
the terms of which he deposited $>200.00 with the Council as
security against renewed violation. Prov i s io rs of this type
were common. Often a provision was included specifying
81
that the money if forfeited should be donated to charity.
A. G« Tomasello & Sons, Incorporated denoted $72.00 to the
Home for Italian Children at the request of the Council
8 2because of employment of non-union plumbers. Ben Burk,
Incorporated, forfeited $1,000.00 to the Council as "part of
the recompense" for violating an Agreement. The full amount
was distributed to worthy charities. 83 Where a deposit was
required, provision was made for a board of three to decide
upon charges of violation.
On April 4, 1940, Glazer signed another addenda to his
1940 Agreement. The third paragraph of the original Agreement
stipulated that Glazer employ "workmen who are good standing
84
members of unions affiliated to the Council...." This
paragraph was amended to read, " Cthe CompanyJ will hire all
labor required by them by making application to the Union
which has jurisdiction over the class of work to be performed,
85
and all such labor shall be furnished directly by each union."
5T
Agreement signed by Edwin V. Post Company, West Roxbury,
Massachusetts, April 21, 1944.
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Provisions of this type were evidently aimed at enforcing the
closed shop. Generally, clauses relating to the employment
of union men were not as specific as the one above. The
closed shop clause in the contract with the National League
Club of Boston, March 29, 1946 was similar to the original
clause in the Glazer contract. The clause found in another
agreement requires the contractor to check all sub-contractors
8 6
with the Council before awarding a contract.''
The respect which the contractors hold for the power
of the Council is attested to by the prompt submission in a
majority of cases to Council demands. In a letter addressed
to the Council, the Carpenters’ District Council requested
that the Prank J. Gallagher Con?) any be placed on the unfair
list for operating non-union. Council concurrence in the
request of the Carpenters on January 11 was followed by a
letter from the Gallagher Company which confirmed a
’’verbal conversation that we will use Union men and sub-
ft 7
contractors on all our construction work.”
If further proof of the Council's influence is
required it may be found in certain clauses which significant-
ly limit the operations of the contractor. The Agreement
signed by A. Antonucci provides a case in point. One of the
86
Letter addressed to the Building and Construction Trades
Council of Boston and Vicinity by Prank J. Gallagher, January
16, 1946 .
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clauses in this Agreement stipulated that
’’The Firm agrees to execute all of its work
as direct employer of union labor and agrees not
to sub-let any of the same or labor thereof and
agrees on all work contracted for that such
contract shall include the furnishing of all
material and equipment necessary for the execution
of the job and under no circumstances will the firm
enter into a contract which provides only the
furnishing of labor.” 8 ®
This same clause is also found in the Agreement signed by
Edwin V. Post and Company.
The many contracts which the Council has signed with
individual contractors is ample evidence of the need for
central organization in the building trades. A large con-
tractor might defy a small local with excellent results in
the absence of the Council, particularly if there existed
competing unions of the same craft. Where violation of an
agreement means being black-listed by all unions, the
employer is likely to proceed with great caution.
Agreement signed by A. Antonucci July 13, 1942.
...
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CHAPTER IV
JURISDICTIONAL DISPUTES
Introduc t ion
Jurisdiciontal disputes cansitute the most vexing
problem with which the building trades must cope. A trade
union is organized for purposes of control; there must be a
certain well-defined territory over which it claims juris-
diction, and there must be a specific operation which comes
under its direction. The problem of territorial jurisdiction,
an early stumbling block, became relatively unimportant as
a consequence of the development of unionism on a national
basis. ^ The definition of trade jurisdiction, however, has
yet to be solved. Disputes over trade jurisdiction constitute
the largest single cause of work stoppages in the building
industry, their solution, therefore, is of vital importance
not only to the building trades unions, but to contractors
2
and to the public as well.
_
E. E. Cummins, and Prank T. DeVyver, "The Labor
Problem in the United States ," (New York: D. Van Dostrand
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As early as 1902, Samuel Gompers, grasped the
significance of an internecine struggle which already had
assumed alarming proportions. Although many years have
elapsed since President Gompers addressed the Convention of
the American Federation of Labor his words bear repetition:''
Beyond doubt the greatest problem, the danger
which above all others most threatens not only the
success, but the very existence of the American
Federation of Labor is the question of jurisdiction.
No combination of labor's enemies need cause as the
apprehension which this fratricidal strife does in
the claims made by unions for the extension of their
trade jurisdiction. There is scarcely an affiliated
organization which is not engaged in a dispute with
another organization (and in some cases with several
organizations) upon the question of trade juris-
diction.
The seriousness of the problem has not abated much
with the passage of time. Professor Haber estimated in 1930
that ninety-five per cent of the strikes and seventy-five
per cent of the days of idleness in the building trades were
4due to jurisdictional controversies.
Causes of Jurisdictional Disputes
At first blush,
Let the Carpenters have
Plumb er s over plumb ing
,
construction techniques
jurisdiction might well
the solution seems self-evident,
jurisdiction over carpentry, the
etc. In the absence of changes in
and materials, a definition of trade
be made at the national level outlining
3
Report of Proceedings, American Federation of Labor,
1902 p. 16.
william Haber, op. cit .. p. 153.
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in minute detail the jurisdiction of each trade. This is
precisely what does not happen, materials, techniques and
machinery are subject to constant change and every innovation
precipitates a struggle among interested unions for control.
On this point, professor Slichter comments, "If division
of labor were not disturbed by new methods and materials it
is doubtful if scarcity of jobs alone would produce juris-
5diction d isputes in large numbers."
The effects of the introduction of new techniques
and new materials is recogni zed by all students of the
building industry so that there is little need to labor
the point. One illustration, however, might profitably
be cited.
Before 1890, the Carpenters were the dominant group
in the industry. In fact, the Carpenter was usually the
superintendent on the job. As early as 1894, we find
Secretary McGuire of the Brotherhood of Carpenters complain-
6
ing;
_
Sumner Slichter, Jurisdictional Disputes in the Building
Trades
,
(Boston: Harvard Business School, labor 465, 1931 )
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Proceedings, United Brotherhood of Carpenters 1894,
cited in Nathaniel R. Whitney, " Jurisdiction in American
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Year after year Carpenters' work is becoming
less profitable owing to recent innovations in
architectural construction. With the introduction
of iron and steel frames in the large buildings,
with iron and stone staircases, the tile floors am
bay windows in many cases of other materials than
wood, and with numerous changes going on....
The increase and perfection of woodworking machinery
...the chance of steady employment of Carpenters is
extremely uncertain.
In addition to showing the effect of technological
change on a particular trade, the quotation above suggests
a further cause of jurisdictional disputes. If jobs are
plentiful, the trades might not b e so belligerent in protect-
ing and extending their jurisdiction. Because of the unusual
irregularity of employment in the building trades, disputes
"assume such life and death significance that neither side
7
is willing to make concessions." Professors E. E- Cummins,
and Frank T. DeVyver suggest that, "Perhaps the only real
solution to the problem of jurisdictional disputes will be
Qguaranteeing of work for all by maintaining full employment."
Even then, it is doubtful if union leaders would altogether
cease contesting their right to perform certain kinds of work.
Politics plays an important role in the deliberations of union
leaders. Union members expect their leaders to secure for
them at least as much as members of other unions and union
officials are acutely aware that continuance in office depends
upon satisfied members.
8
E. E. Cummins, and Frank T. DeVyver, op. cit., p. 184.
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There are, of course, other causes of jurisdictional
disputes. The nature of the trade union structure accentuates
^ the effect of technological change. There are more than
fifty distinct trades each having a separate local union.
If all trades doing similar work belonged to the same union,
jur isdictio nal disputes would be reduced significantly. The
aggressive tactics of some unions anxious to extend their
control over related trades is another prolific source of
dispute .
Before proceeding with a summary of various attempts
to solve the jurisdictional problem, it might be advisable
at this point to consider the criteria by which jurisdictional
claims and awards are made. Nathaniel Whitney lists six:
(1) the materials employed; (£) the tools used; (3) the
sanction of custom; (4) the skill required; (5) the fact that
the work under consideration is so closely associated with
other work as to be most conveniently and economically perform-
q
ed in connection with it.
If some single criterion were nationally adopted the
problem of settling disputes would be simplified. Not only
do criteria change from city to city, but a single union may
shift tests with amazing facility to fit the needs c f t he
immediate situation. The Carpenters have been exceptionally
adept at modifying their bases for claims. E. E. Cummins and
9
Nathaniel R. Whitney, Jurisdiction in American Building
Trades Unions ,( Balt imore : The John Hopkins Press, 1914), p. 55.
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Frank T. DeVyver have this to say about the Carpenters:
’’About the only consistency which the Carpenters' Union can be
accused of having is that throughout its history it has looked
at jurisdictional questions from the welfare of its own
members .
Efforts to Settle Jurisdictional Disputes
The road which the building trades have traveled is
strewn with the wreckage of organizations and of plans which
purported to cure the industry. Early disputes were matters
to be settled by local unions. With the rise of nationals,
disputes took on national significance. Whether disputes were
settled by locals or by nationals, the relative strength of
the warring factions decided the issue.
The American Federation of Labor tried many schemes
in an effort to arrive at a solution. Prior to the formation
of the Building Trades Department, the Executive Council
of the American Federation of labor sought to bring peace
by arranging for conferences between the warring unions.
When conferences failed, a separate department was organized
to attend to problems of the building industry. The National
Building Trades Council and its successor, the Structural
Buildings Trades Alliance, did not secure the cooperation of
_
E. E. Cummins and Frank T. DeVyver, op. cit., p. 174.
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the more powerful trade bodies and accomplished little.
The Building Trades Department, organized in 1908, introduced
a stabilizing influence and rendered many decisions.
While the Department enjoyed some measure of success,
it was powerless when opposed by the strong unions. In 1911,
President Short of the Building Trades Department pleaded for
support of the Department decisions."^
The jurisdictional disputes which have become
the bane of our lives, insofar as striking to enforce
demands is concerned, and (sic^ the only way this
enormous loss to our membership can be ended is
by loyalty to this Department. -^11 who have given
the matter any thought will agree that if the
decisions of the Department were adhered to, there
would be no injury to anyone.
The Department was not successful and the national Board for
Jurisdictional Awards was created on March 3, 1919.
Unions, contractors, architects, and engineers were
all represented on the Board. Of the Board's nine members,
three represented the Building Trades Department. Disputes
which could not be settled locally were brought before the
Board. At least two-thirds of the voting members of the
Board was required to render a decision. In order to enforce
compliance to decisions of the Board, the national unions
agreed to expel any local organization which disregarded a
13
ruling. There was little the Board could do, however, to
compel national unions to accept adverse decisions. This
^Building Trades Department, Proceedings, 1911
,
p. 35.
12
Sumner Slichter, op. eit., p. 7.
13 —
William Haber, op. cit., p. 181.
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weakness caused the Board's downfall since it was unahle to
weather the opposition of the Carpenters.
The experience under the Board was not a complete
loss. Fifty of the decisions of the Board are still in
14
force. In summarizing the accomplishments of the Board,
Sumner Slichter says,
"Yet, despite its final failure, the National
Board for Jurisdictional Awards must he credited
with a considerable measure of success. It remained
in existence for seven years and in that time it
reduced the number of jurisdictional disputes about
Q0% below that of any previous record.”^
Several other attempts were made to provide national
machinery for settlement of jurisdictional disputes. In 1930,
the Building Trades Department and the National Building
Trades Employers' Association provided for the formation of
local boards of trade claims. Defection of the Carpenters,
Bricklayers and Painters seriously handicapped the Boards.
At the 1935 Convention of the Department, a new provision was
included which provided for the appointment of a referee
15
to settle jurisdictional disputes. Disputes were to be
settled on the spot and were binding pending review by the
„ 17
referee
.
14
Building and Construction Trades Department, Plan for
Settling Jurisdictional Disputes Nationally and Locally
,
Fay 1, 1$48, pp . 61-88.
15Sumner Slichter, op . c it .
,
p. 11.
^Monthly Labor Review, 44; 293-295, February, 1937.
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The latest plan was adopted May 1, 1948. The new
Board, the National Joint Board for the Settlement of Juris-
dictional Disputes, was composed of an impartial chairman,
two members representing the unions, and two selected by the
18
employers. A labor and industry pool of twenty- four members
which included twelve members representing the Department,
and twelve, the employer groups, was organized.^- 9 In case of
a dispute, four members of the lab or- industry pool were
20
selected by the Board to render a decision.
When a dispute is referred to the Board, the
President of the Building Trades Department is notified and
seeks to secure an agreement by arranging a conference of the
parties involved. If the dispute is not settled within ten
21days, the case goes before the Joint Board." Pending a
decision by the Board, no stoppage of work is allowed. Where
local boards for the settlement of disputes exist, first
recourse is to be had to these. However, decisions by the
p plocal board apply only to the job in question.-'
IB
Building Trades Department
,
Plan for Settling Juris-
dictional Disputes Nationally and Locally
,
May 1, 1948,
Article II, Section 1.
19
Ibid., Article II, Section 2.
20
Ibid., Article II, Section 3.
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The Board has not enjoyed marked success. Perhaps
the chief reason for its failure has teen its not giving
proper consideration to the importance of the time factor in
23dealing with jurisdictional disputes. ' A tremendous backlog
of cases accumulated in the -Board's docket, and as a result,
months passed between the time a dispute was referred to the
24Board and a final decision was handed down. The Board is
completing work on the cases already on file but will cease to
25
function when these have been processed. The Taft-Hartley
Law has had but little effect on the building trades insofar
as jurisdictional disputes are concerned. For one thing,
much of the building industry is not subject to interstate
commerce. Even where building projects are subject to the
provisions of the Federal Act, the problem of jurisdictional
disputes remains. The Boston Unions have had little experience
with jurisdictional disputes processed under the Labor-
Management Relations Act of 1947. Mr. Johnson is of the
opinion that the Labor Act now in force cannot cope with the
jurisdictional problem because it neglects to take into
account the essential factor in settling disputes over juris-
diction, speed.
23
Interview
24
with Mr
.
Erne s t A. Johnson, June 7, 1949.
Interview
25
with Mr. Ernest A. Johnson, June 7, 1949.
Interview with Mr. Ernest A. Johnson, June 7, 1949.
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The Boston Building Trades Council and Jurisdictional Disputes
The Boston Building and Construction Trades
i
Counc il
met with little success in settling disputes prior to 1931.
The Council's attitude toward disputes has progressed through
three easily distinguished stages. Until 1930, the Council
had no plan for settling disputes and maintained an attitude
of neutrality. Prom June 1930 until March 1931, the Council
referred all disputes to the Building Trades Department
.
Finally, in 1931, the Council organized a local board for
settling trade claims and has processed all disputes through
the Board.
Council Policy to 1930
The policy of the Council prior to 1930 was expressed
by President E. E. Graves in reference to the dispute
between the Ironworkers and the Sheet Metal Workers on the
Statler Hotel Project. Said Graves, it is "...the policy
of the Council .. .not to take part in jurisdictional disputes
between affiliated trades." Again in 1924, we find
Secretary Ernest A. Johnson pleading that the "...Council
be given an opportunity to prove their good faith in maintain-
ing a neutral attitude where jurisdictional disputes are
) concerned."
2 ^
25
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Minutes for March 11, 1927.
26
Minutes for August 8, 1924.
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The hands-off policy of the Council was religio usly
adhered to because intervention had previously led to
2 7
secession from the Council. In the absence of Council
assistance, the trades banded together to protect their
2 flinterests
.
Jurisdictional disputes multiplied partly because the
architects apportioned work without consulting the trades
and partly because of the activities of regional agents for
new products who sought to secure monopolies by training new
29
workers for a specific task. The Council could not very
long ignore the chaotic conditions in Boston, and while
preserving its neutral attitude, attempted in a number of
different, ineffective ways to adjust differences.
During the life of the national Board for Juris-
dictional Awards, the Council sought to enforce decisions of
the Board or of the Department. A running jurisdictional
battle between the Bricklayers and the Asbestos Workers
culminated in an award by the Board in favor of the Asbestos
Workers. When the Bricklayers refused to abide by the award,
<xnthey were unseated. Again, in 1929, John Carroll of the
Boston Building Trades Council, sought the aid of the Depart-
ment in securing compliance by the Stone Cutters to an
Interview with Mr. Ernest A. Johnson, February 8, 1949.
28
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agreement that had been reached in 1925 with the Plasterers.
Many of the disputes, however, were not referred to the
Board and in such cases the Council had to seeK other means
of settling the quarrels.
Jurisdictional disputes were frequently referred to
the international unions for solution. When the Plasterers
went on strike in 1924 in a dispute involving the Cement
Finishers, the Council Committee investigat ing the walk-
out recommended that the dispute be referred to the inter-
op
nationals. In June of the same year, the strike was still
in progress and the Council was powerless in the absence of
positive action by the int ernat ionals in conflict on the
work.
In a few cases, the Council was successful in
persuading its locals to submit to arbitration. A dispute
between the Stone Cutters and the Cement Finishers resulted
in the acceptance of a decision rendered by an arbitrator
chosen by the President of the Building Trades Employers'
34
Association." There have been very few instances, however,
Building Trades Department, Proceedings of the Twenty-
Third Annual Convention, 1925, p. 101.
32
Minutes for May 23, 1924.
33
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34
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of disputes being referred to an arbitrator. The locals
were never anxious to allow a third party to make decisions
concerning the extent of their control. This was particularly
true of the strong unions which felt they could secure more
satisfactory results by resorting to their greater strength.
By 1928, jurisdictional disputes had multiplied to
such an extent that the Council could not avoid taking direct
action. There was still a strong feeling in the Council,
however, that that body should not attempt to force a
solution. The Committee formed in 1928 reflected the Council’s
unwillingness to adopt a firm policy in trade disputes. The
Committee had no authority to make decisions and there was no
course of action they might pursue to enforce terms of
agreements that had been reached. The Conciliation Committee
was appointed "to visit all trades involved in jurisdictional
disputes to endeavor to harmonize difference without authority
to make a decision binding upon any trade unless agreed to by
35the parties involved." The Committee was obviously too
poorly equipped to bring any peace to a sadly disturbed build-
ing industry. Despite the fact that contractors in increasing
numbers were refusing to operate union because of frequent
work stoppages, the Council refused for many years to accept
any responsibility for settling disputes. 26
Minutes for July 13, 1928.
36
Minutes for March 8, 1929.
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In making a plea for the organization of a national
body for the settlement of jurisdictional disputes, James
J. Scully, President of the Boston Building Trades Employers'
Association, described the Boston situation aptly. We must
have
"...a peaceful method of adjustment to replace
the present destructive and chaotic procedure. We
find in this community CBostorf large projects are being
repeatedly delayed and there is pronounced hesitation
on the part of the building public and owners to
proceed at this time with new construction because
of the frightfully upset local conditions produced
by jurisdictional dispute strikes."*' 7
The June 13, 1950 Policy
By 1930, it had become obvious to Council officers
that unless the Council injected itself into the juris-
dictional disputes problem, unionism in Boston would be in
jeopardy. On June 13, 1930, the Adjustment Boaru recommended
that a Committee be appointed to formulate a plan for adjust-
ing disputes. In the meantime, all disputes were to be
38
referred to the President of the Building Trades Department.
Where a decision of record existed in the files of the Depart-
ment, the Council was to take measures to force acceptance.
The Council, of course, did not set itself up as a tribunal
to decide the merits of the cases submitted to it, as did
^7
Building Trades Department, Proceedings
,
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Annual Convention, p. 91.
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the San Francisco Council, hut at last, it had adopted a
clear-cut, aggressive policy.
Ret ween June 13, 1930, and December 12, 1930, ten
disputes were settled in conformity with Council policy;
three were referred to internationals; no decision was reached
on one; and, in two cases, the ruling of the President of
the Department was not upheld because the awards were not
39based on decisions of record. There is little point in
tracing the history of the disputes that occurred between
June and December, 19 30. It might be interesting and profit-
able, however, to discuss several typical cases.
The dispute between the Iron Workers and the
Carpenters broke out in July, 1930 on the construction of
the Edison Electric Illuminating Office Building on Tremont
40
Street. The work in contention consisted in bracing steel
sash set on masonry walls. During the progress of the work
the sash was set by means of wedges. The Lupton Steel and
Sash Company, sub-contractors, employed Iron Workers for the
job, and the Carpenters charged this was in violation of the
Agreement of January 15, 1920, between the Int ernat ionals
55
Report of Action and Conference Pertaining to Adjustment
of Jurisdictional Disputes from June 1, 1930, to December 5,
1930.
40
Letter sent to President M. J. McDonough of the Building
Trades Department, July 18, 1930, signed by Ernest A. Johnson.
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President McDonough suggested that International
representatives be invited to visit the job. 4 ^ When the
International officers failed to appear in Boston, the job
was completed with Iron Workers.
The struggle between the Carpenters and the Iron
Workers was continued in August on the construction of the
43
Metropolitan District Commission Office Building. The
Council upheld the decision of the Toronto Convention of
the Department which gave the work to the Carpenters.44 The
Iron Workers, however, refused to abide by the decision of
45
the Council. The Iron Workers protested that the work in
contention was not covered by the decision of the Toronto
Convention. Secretary McCain of the Iron Workers stated that
the sash in question was a heavy casement fastened to steel
by wire. In view of Secretary McCain's statement, President
4 6McDonough awarded the work to the Iron Workers.
42
Letter sent to Ernest A. Johnson, July 21, 1930 signed
by President M. J. McDonough
.
43
Report of Action and Conference Pertaining to Adjustment
of Jurisdictional Disputes.
44
Letter sent to Coleman Bros., Inc., August 29, 1930,
signed by Ernest A. Johnson
45
Postal Telegraph sent to President M. J. McDonough,
September 3, 1930, signed by Ernest A. Johnson.
46
Letter sent to Ernest A. Johnson, September 8, 1930,
signed by President M. J. McDonough.
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The information relayed to President McDonough by
McCain was not accurate. A postal telegraph sent September
9, 1930, explained that the sash was of the Fenestra type
which was definitely covered by the decision of the Toronto
Convention. Moreover, though it was true,
"at one point that the top of the sash which is
temporarily hung to the steel building frame by
wire is in no other way attached to steel arid
this wire is removed by the bricklayer when
he gets to that part of the work,”
the sashes were wedged and braced into position by wooden
braces. 4 ^
Business Apent Stuart of the Iron Workers countered
the Council's letter with a phone call to President
McDonough in which he stated that the windows in contention
4ft
were fastened to steel and that no braces were used. Once
again President McDonough awarded the work to the Iron
Workers. It was evident by this time that the interchange
of letters and telegrams would not be attended by any measure
of success. Acting Secretary E. E. Graves, therefore,
requested that President McDonough come to b 0 ston to see for
himself the nature of the contested work. On September 15,
President McDonough came to Boston and after viewing the job
sustained the Council, and granted jurisdiction over the work
47letter sent to President M. J. McDonough, September 9,
1930, signed by E. E. Graves.
48
Postal Telegraph sent to E. E. Graves, September 11,
1930, signed by President M . J. McDonough.
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to the Carpenters. The Iron Workers returned to work and
the job was completed by the Carpenters.
One more example might be cited to illustrate Council
procedure in cases where the ruling of the President of the
Department was not based on a decision of record.
In the dispute between Carpenters ana the Cement
Finishers over the laying mastic tile flooring, President
50McDonough awarded the work to the Cement Finishers.
Secretary Ernest A. Johnson protested in a telegram sent
October 30, 193 0 that the decision was not based on any
decision of record, and in a letter he summed up the Council's
position with reference to jurisdictional disputes.
For a period of ten years the Boston Building Trades
Council have maintained an attitude of strict neutral-
ity in jurisdictional disputes that involved trades
affiliated to the Council, we endeavored in all cases
to conciliate and bring about an adjustment between
Trades engaged in jurisdictional disputes but in no
case would we engaged in sympathetic strikes or use
the power and strength of the Council to force adjust-
ment ....
The policy of the Council pending setting up of
the Board of Trade Claims is to enforce all agreements
or decisions of record held to be operative by the
Building Trades Department.
We do not understand that the Constitution and
By-laws of the Building Trades Department .. .permits
the President of the Department to make a decision
on a jurisdictional matter without first referring
the matter to the International unions involved. 51
49
Letter sent to Coleman Eros., Inc., September 24, 1930,
signed by E. E. Graves.
50Letter sent to Ernest A. Johnson, October 29, 1930,
signed by President M. J. McDonough.
51Letter sent to President M. J. McDonough, November 24,
1930, signed by Ernest A. Johnson.
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The Council remained steadfast in its refusal to enforce the
decision of the Department. “ Jhen the Executive Council of
the Building Trades Department sustained the decision of
President McDonough, the Council was forced to accept the
52
verdict. On one other occasion involving a dispute
between the Bricklayers and the Roofers over the caulking of
windows, the Council, after having refused to abide by the
decision of the President of the Department, was forced to
KiJ
do so by the Executive Council. °
The Rational Board of Trade Claims
We have already had occasion to refer to the letter
sent to the President of the Building Trades Department by
Mr. James J. Scully in which he requested that employers and
the unions organize an agency to abjudicate jurisdictional
54
controversies.' There was little doubt that there existed
in the Building Industry no agency capable of coping with the
problem of jurisdiction. In 1930, therefore, the Department
organized a new agency, the Board of Trade Claims, whose
purpose was to discover a means
letter sent to the Stone and Webster Co., March 19,
1931, signed by Ernest A. Johnson.
53
Minutes for February 13, 1931.
54
See page 15.
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"whereby these costly and troublesome questions
may be amicably, economically and expeditiously
disposed of that construction may proceed un-
interrupted. . ."55
The organization of the Board followed along the lines drawn
by Mr. James J. Scully, -both the Building Trades Department
and the National Association of Building Trades Employers
were parties to the Agreement. While we are not primarily
concerned with national plans directed toward the easing of
the jurisdictional problem it is difficult indeed to view
the local s ituatio n without reference to nation-wide
agencies. This becomes increasingly evident when notice is
taken of the restricted area for independent judgment which
local boards have. Cognizance of national decision and
agreements must be made by the local board. No decision at
variance with awards of a national agency may be reached on
the local level. We shall, therefore, review briefly the
machinery set up in 1931 by the Building Trades Department.
The Board of Trade Claims consisted of the Executive
Departmenttof the Building Trade Department and an equal
number of representatives from the National Association of
56Building Trades Employers. Meetings other than the four
57
regular yearly meetings may be called by the Chairman.
£5
Agreement, The Board of Trade Claims, Preamble, December
31, 1932.
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Claims for jurisdiction were received only from
international unions affiliated with the Building Trades
Department. 58 If, after an investigation, the Board was
satisfied that no decision on the work in contention had been
rendered by a previous national agency, the claim was sub-
59
mitted to arbitration." Each claimant selected an
arbitrator within fifteen days and these two selected an
umpire. A simple majority of the arbitration board was
sufficient for a decision. 0 ^ The award of the arbitrators
was subject to review by the Board of Trade Claims which
sanctioned the decision if it was ’’clear, concise and in line
with the QUESTION AS STATED.
"
61
In cases where a ruling of the Board was at variance
with satisfactory local procedure, the award of the Board
6 2
might be disregarded. ° Should a trade body and an employer
object to the continuance of the local practice, a joint
request by these two parties was sufficient to make the
decision of the Board binding in that locality. 03
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The Agreement provided for the establishment of local
boards of Trade Claims. These boards, however, had authority
only to
"temporarily determine jurisdictional claims for that
dis trie t .. .and the decision of the local board
shall be effective only until a final decision is
handed down by the National Board of Trade Claims.
The Local Board of Trade Claims
The local Board of Trade Claims for Boston and
Vicinity was organized on November 10, 1930 in accordance
with Article 24 of the National Agreement. In order to
correct an apparent anachronism, it should be recognized
that while the National Plan was not adopted until December
31, 1932, the rules of procedure of the Board were drawn up
and were available on November 10, 1930, and, hence, the
Boston Council was familiar with rules governing the estab-
lishment of local boards.
The Agreement which gave birth to the Board of
Trade Claims for Boston and Vicinity was entered into on
May 5, 1931 by representatives of the Building Trades
65
Employers' Association and the Building Trades Council.
Five representatives from the Employers' Association
and five from the Council constituted the Board.
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No "interes ted." member of the Board, was allowed, to sit in on
proceedings, and in cases where a member was unable to
attend, his place would be filled by an alternate "selected
by the respective parties to the Agreement ." G7
Meetings, which were held on neutral grounds, were
held once a month. Quorum requirements at both regular and
special meetings, (the latter might be called by the Chair-
68
man), consisted of six members.
The duties of the Board were outlined in Article 5
of the Agreement
:
The duties of the Board shall be to hear claims
for jurisdiction over work performed by the Building
Trades and to determine which trade shall perform
the work in contention, and make decision in
conformity with the fact submitted by the contest-
ants; a majority of members present and voting shall
be necessary to render a decision in all cases.
All decisions of the Board must conform to the rules
and terms of Agreement as set forth in the National
Board of Trade Claims.
Disputes were submitted in writing to the Secretary
of the Board. Any such request must be accompanied by a
statement of the "location of the job, [the] nature of the
complaint, the employer, trade or calling the complaint is
69
against." Within seventy-two hours, the Board must be
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convened, and a decision must be rendered no later than
70
seventy- two hours after convening. Before an award is
made, the matter must first be referred to the Secretary
of the National Board of Trade Claims to ascertain if the
matter in dispute has already been nationally determined. 71
Should the local Board fail to reach a majority decision,
the matter is referred to an umpire chosen from a Panel of
7P
six previously selected by the Board.
Non-conformance to decisions of the Board was made
unprofitable by the provisions of Article 9.
Should the International Union fail to furnish
men as herein set forth, then the employers shall
be at liberty to proceed at liberty without being
adjudged in violation of this Agreement or any trade
agreement to fill the places with such men, members
of other unions, as in his judgment can perform the
work, ana the members of such unions shall do the
work.
A further clause provided that should any members fail to
comply with decisions of the Board, they were to be
73
"disciplined by their respective organizations."
This enforcement clause has proved to be sizgularly
effective. There have been only three occasions when locals
have defied theavard of the Board and in each instance they
70
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were compelled to comply by their Internationals.
a threatened application of the sanction provided in the
Agreement is sufficient to force acceptance of a verdict.
While most of the trades were amenable to signing
agreements setting up national or local boards for the
abjudication of jurisdictional disputes, strong opposition
was voiced in some quarters. Perhaps the best statement of
reasons for opposition to the boards is contained in a letter
withdrawing the Electrical Workers from the Building Trades
Department sent by President Broach to President McDonough
of the Department. In the first place, there was no law
requiring an International to beoome a signat cry to the
75
Agreement. And, added Broach, "We are not willing to
submerge our identity as a labor organization in the
7 6dangerous, selfish plans of builders." Moreover, the
Board provided builders with a club to swing over union
officials in the determination of union policies and actions
or jurisdiction of work. Again, "the Board will not settle
jurisdictional disputes but will increase misunderstandings,
jealousies and antagonism between various trades." 77
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Interview with Mr. Ernest A. Johnson, June 14, 1949.
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In addition to the above, President Broach opposed the Board
because he saw no way of compelling employers to abide by
decisions contrary to their desires.
The most significant statement, perhaps, is
contained in the concluding sentence of the letter.
"We are serving notice as a result of our action
that no group or board or association other than
the American federation of Labor, has the right to
interpret or define what work shall or shall not
be done by Electrical Workers." 7 ®
It is not, of course, possible to draw authoritative con-
clusions concerning the motives which prompted opposition
to the boards. reasonable hypothesis might, nevertheless,
explain the position taken by the Electrical Workers in terms
of the importance of strength in the determination of the
outcome of jurisdictional strife. In the absence of
impartial boards or agencies, the more powerful trades bodies
usually succeed in gaining control of work which they seek.
The truth of this last statement is made abundantly clear by
the experience of the Carpenters. Perhaps the Electrical
Workers felt that complete dependence upon their own strength
would place them in a more advantageous position.
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Reorganization of the Local Board
The Local Board for the Adjustment of Jurisdictional
Disputes was reorganized on June 1, 1936, and was given
official recognition by the Rational Board. The Board had
been operating satisfactorily since 1931, but the rise of the
Association of General Contractors made reorganization
necessary. Prior to 1936, the General Contractors held
positions as substitutes and alternates on the local board
but with increasing membership, they demanded representation
79
as regular members.
The Agreement reached in 1936 did not differ sub-
stantially from that reached in 1931. The Board consisted of
ten regular members but certain restrictions were placed on
the selection of members. Two of the employer representatives
represented the General Contractors, and the sub-contractors
Rn
were permitted three representatives. Furthermore, no
more than "one representative from each respective union or
employer association shall be permitted to serve as Board
members."®! The new agreement fixed the number of
alternates at ten, (this has been increased to twenty).
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Interview with Hr. Ernest A. Johnson, June 4, 1949.
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The 1931 Agreement provided that all decisions of the
local Board should he effective until such time as a final
decision was handed down h y the National Board. The terms
of the 1936 Agreement specified that all decisions of the
Local Board must conform to national ruling where these
existed, and in addition, a clause was added which limited the
applicability of the decision only to the operation where the
OC
dispute occurred. ^ This meant that even where decisions
on the same problem had been rendered by the Board, the
matter could be placed before the Board repeatedly so long
as a different job was involved. In many instances, this is
precisely what happened. In 1938, the Council voted to
refer all disputes involving cases identical with one
previously decided by the Board to the Building Trades
.
83
Department
.
Provisions relating to enforcement of decisions of
the Board were revised. The principal feature of the new
clause was the setting of time limits for compliance. If
a local union failed within twenty-four hours to abide by
and work under any award, then the International was notified,
and was requested to furnish men within forty-eight hours.
§1 '
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Should the International refuse to furnish men within the
time allotted, the sanction provided in the Agreement of 1931
85
could be invoked.
We have had occasion, in reviewing the June 13, 1930
policy of the Council to learn something about the nature of
the disputes that arise among building tradesmen. We may,
nevertheless, at this point, turn our attention to some of
the cases that were brought before the Board. The aispute
between the Carpenters and the laborers has been chosen for
several reasons. In the first place, the controversy is an
excellent example of the tenacity with which unions cling to
their notions of what their jurisdiction is. Secondly, the
dispute is by no means settled. The last few months have
witnessed several work stoppages over the stripping of
concrete forms
.
The Board had been in existence only a few months
when, in September, 1931, the dispute between the laborers
and the Carpenters over the stripping of concrete forms broke
out on the Harvard University Memorial Chapel project. The
decision handed down by the Board did not award the work ex-
clusively to either union. The laborers were entitled to
stripping whenever it was not necessary to use tools other
8o~
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n r
than a stripping "bar, a hammer or a wire cutter. '//here
O 17
other tools were necessary, the Carpenters must he employed.
A final provision permitted the work to he performed jointly,
Q O
the proportions being determined hy the contractor.
In January 1938, the dispute on the job at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology was settled in favor
of the Carpenters. 89 In January of the same year the
Carpenters were given jurisdiction over the stripping of forms
90
that were to he used again. In October, 1938, a decision
similar to that handed down on the Harvard project, was
91
rendered in two cases. In one of these cases, the Stone
and Webster Corporation, in order to avoid further dispute,
employed both trades. Though work was evenly divided,
(the Carpenters worked sixteen hours and the Laborers,
92
seventeen), the Laborers walked off the job.
Letter sent to Hegeman-Harris Company, Inc., October 2,
1931, signed by Mr. Ernest A. Johnson.
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Letter sent to the Stone and Webster Engineering Corp-
oration, January 11, 1938, signed by Ernest A. Johnson.
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A letter from John W. Hoff of the Eastern Massachusetts
Laborers' District Council protesting a decision of the Board
explained the Laborers' refusal to accept anything less than
complete jurisdiction over the stripping of concrete forms.
The letter cited Article 2, Section 1 of the General
Constitution of the International Hoa Carriers' Building and
93
Common Laborers' Union of America.' 1'
"Concrete — Concrete for walls, foundations, floor
or for any other construction; mixing handling,
conveying, pouring, vibrating, gunmitting and other-
wise applying concrete forms and false work: building
of centers for fire-proofing purposes.”
Despite numerous decisions by the Local Board, the
Laborers have by no means ceased their efforts to gain control
of stripping work. In April, 1949, Construction Units,
contractors on the $1,300,000 Veterans Development at Forest
Hills, Boslindale, halted all work pending settlement of the
94dispute between the Carpenters and the Laborers. Patrick
Desmond, business agent for Local 223 of the Laborers' Union
contended that,
"The Carpenters' Union has refused either on a
local or national basis to sit down to arbitration on
this matter. We have been trying to have them
arbitrate the dispute before the Board of Adjustment
of Jurisdictional Disputes, composed equally of union
members and employers. They have refused to negotiate.
Mr. Desmond's charges seem strange indeed in view of the
numerous decisions handed down by the Local Board.
_
Letter sent to the Building and Construction Trades
Council, June 10, 1947, signed by John W. Hoff.
94Boston Traveler, April 8, 1949.
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CONCLUSION
The problems which confront building tradesmen are
varied and require special consideration. The organization
of the industry, with its many general contractors employing
various sub-contractors; its migrant work force, and the
highly seasonal nature of its work, call for some form of
central body capable of dealing promptly and efficiently with
the many problems which crop up daily. In the absence of such
a body, employers could easily victimize the workers they
employ.
The discussion of the collective bargaining activities
of the Boston Council demonstrates the advantage which
building tradesmen secure through cooperation. It would seem
that a General Agreement along the lines of contracts
currently popular in the coal industry would be more
advantageous to local unions. The bargaining strength of
the weaker unions would be enhanced by the power of the
stronger traae bodies; coordinated, purposeful direction
might be provided in contract negotiations, and; the unions
would be assured expert, skilled and well informed representa-
tives at the bargaining table. The General Agreement would
also work to the advantage of the employer groups since the
Council, as a party to the Agreement, would be responsible
for compliance to all provisions by its member locals.
The General Agreement was given a trial in the early 1920 ? s
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but met with the disapproval of the larger craft groups.
Even in the absence of direct participation in the
process of collective bargaining, the Council is in a
position to assist its affiliated locals in their relations
with their employers. The agreements signed by individual
contractors with the Council have proved singularly effective
in curbing questionable practices on the part of the
employers
.
In addition, the Council provides a forum in which
the views of different craft bodies may be aired. Out of
the discussions held around the Council table, comes a
coordinated plan for concerted action on legislative, political
or trade matters. In many instances, the organization of the
maintenance worker provides a case in point, independent action
by the locals is not only difficult to secure and impractical,
but would probably achieve little.
The existence of the Council is also warranted
because of the part it plays in the reception and dissemination
of information on a national scale. This is particularly true
in the matter of jurisdictional disputes. It seems highly
improbable that local boards for the abjudication of juris-
dictional controversies could function in the absence of
a central local organization. Moreover, the Council acts as
a clearing house for information relayed by the Building
Trades Department and by other local councils concerning the
activities of contractors who operate simultaneously in
•'
-
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several large cities.
The problem of jurisdictional disputes is one which,
despite repeated attempts, remains largely unsolved. The
Local Board of Trade Claims which was organized under the
direction of the Boston Council has made giant strides in
the direction of settlement of local disputes. The absence
of an efficient national board capable of dealing with
disputes expeditiously and with the power to enforce decisions
is, perhaps, the most glaring inadequacy in the present system
for dealing with inter-union disputes. The Board organized
in May, 1948, proved incapable of living up to early
predictions; the Taft-Hartley Law has been no more successful
in banning disputes principally because several months may
elapse between the start of the dispute and the application
of the sanctions provided by law.
Despite the failure to secure the elimination of
jurisdiction problems, however, the Council, because of its
distinct advantages, remains a necessary and desirable part
of the building trades world.
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IABSTRACT
The Building Trades Council is, perhaps, the most powerful
institution in the trade union world. Its influence extends
to all phases of the huilding industry, hut it is most easily
perceived in the areas of collective bargaining and work
jurisdiction. Building Trades Councils have grown to such
an extent, and they control so large a proportion of the
workers engaged in the building and construction trades that
singling out the activities of a Council for research is
adequately justified.
It is the purpose of this study to examine the history,
organization and the function of the Boston Buildirg and
Construction Trades Council. The study proceeds along four
major lines; first, a brief history of the early attempts at
cooperation among building tradesmen; second, an examination
of the organization of the Boston Building and Construction
Trades Council; third, a survey of the collective bargaining
activities of the Boston Council; fourth, an analysis of the
methods used by the Council in dealing with jurisdic iontal
controversies
.
The building: tradesmen first attempted to secure
coordination by participation in central bodies in which all
workingmen were represented regardless of trade. They soon
discovered, however, that the problems with which they
were confronted were peculiar to the industry in which they
..
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were engaged, and that workers employed in other areas could
not or would not cooperate in programs designed to meet the
special problems of the building industry.
The first central body composed exclusively of building
tradesmen developed in New York in 1892. The astonishing
success with which the New York Building Trades Council met
in its attempts to secure control of working conditions led
to the formation of councils in Chicago, San Francisco and
Boston. The outstanding characteristic of the early New York,
Chicago and San Francisco Councils was the usurpation of
control by unprincipled racketeers. Men like Sam parks and
Robert Br indell in New York, "Skinny" Madden in Chicago,
and P. H. McCarthy in San Francisco sought to achieve
personal ambitions for wealth, power and prestige rather than
the welfare of the building tradesmen.
Relatively little is known about the early history of the
Boston Council which was formed in 1896. Council records
begin in 1911 and, though these are often sketchy and
inadequate, there is enough evidence to support the conclusion
that the Council did not function smoothly. Secession and
expulsion from the Council resulting particularly from
jurisdictional controversies were common. After 1918, the
Council was more successful in securing the cooperation of
its locals and was in a position to bring its power to bear
upon employers in the Boston area.
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The Boston Building and Construction Trades Council is
composed of all the local Building and construction trades
v unions within its jurisdiction. These local unions must
he members in good standing of national or international
bodies affiliated to the Building Trades Department of the
American Federation. of Labor. These unions are represented
in the Council by representation selected by the local
unions from their membership. The number of representatives
allowed each union is dependent upon the total membership of
the local. Where several local unions of the same national
or international exist within the jurisdiction of the Council,
these unions must form a district council. In such cases,
representation in the Council must come through the District
Council. At present, the Boston Council exercises juris-
diction over sixty-one local unions with a combined membership
of 21,000 men representing approximately 90 '/o of the men
engaged in the building industry in the Boston area.
Responsibility for the conduct of Council affairs lies
chiefly in the hands of the Council officers. In addition to
a president and a vice-president, the Council’s officers
consist of a secretary-treasurer
,
a general agent, three
trustees and a sergeant-at-arms. All officers, with the
exception of the secretary- treasurer and the general agent,
are elected for one-year terms; the latter serve for three
years
.
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Prior to the employment of the secretary- treasurer and the
general agent as paid, full-time officers, the work connected
) with the direction of Council activities was apportioned among
various committees. At present, there is only one committee
which plays an active role in Council activity, the Adjustment
Eoard. The Board is composed of the President, the Secretary-
Treasurer, and the General Agent of the Council and one
member from each affiliated Local. In addition to exercising
control over working cards, the Board has the authority to
take action on any trouble that may occur on a job involving
crafts affiliated to the Council. Should the Adjustment
Board fail to settle a difficulty to the satisfaction of the
parties involved, it has the authority to call the trades out
on strike.
Revenue for the maintenance of the Council is derived from
a $5. CO affiliation fee and from the payment by the affiliated
organizations of a per capita charge determined by the Council.
Provision is made for setting up special accounts to b e used;
generally, for the protection of working standards in times
when these are threatened.
One of the principal reasons for the existence of the
Council is to protect and strengthen the local union in its
dealings with the employer. It has long been the belief of
the officers of the Council that the most satisfactory method
of securing maximum benefits for local unions is the
negotiation by the Council of a General Agreement with an
.„
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Vemployer association. Despite the fact that the employers
have also been in favor of some form of industry-wide
agreement, only three such agreements were negotiated; one
in 1919, one in 1922 and the last in 1926. Opposition to the
General Agreement has come principally from the local unions
anxious to maintain their own autonomy in the matter of
collective bargaining.
The General Agreement of 1919, in addition to setting
minimum wage rates, made an attempt to provide for the
adjustments of disputes without recourse to strikes or
lockouts. The Arbitration Board organized in August, 1919,
represents the first experiment with a permanent arbitration
board in the Boston building industry. The Board's career
was short, and it rendered no important decisions.
The General Agreement of 1922 followed in the wake of the
1921 Strike. The refusal of the building trades unions to
accept a wage reduction precipitated a Strike which lasted a
year. In the early stages, the Council succeeded in paralyz-
ing the building industry in Boston. As the Strike wore on,
the effectiveness of the Council was undermined by the
growing opposition to a General Agreement. The Council was
unable to present a united front and when the Agreement of
1922 was signed, the building trades unions discovered that
they had lost ground. Dissatisfaction with the General
Agreement increased to such an extent that by 1926 when the
last General Agreement was negotiated, only a few trades
..
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were willing to ratify it.
After 1926, the Council restricted itself largely to an
advisory role in the collective bargaining area. Demands made
by memb er locals upon their employers were approved as a
matter of course by the Council provided they had first been
sanctioned by the National or International Union.
The Boston Building and Construction Trades Council was
the first to make a serious effort to organize the maintenance
workers employed in the building industry. As early as 1920,
Mr. Ernest A. Johnson, Secretary-Treasurer, requested that a
committee be formed to study the possibility of organizing
maintenance men.
There were many reasons for the Council’s drive to
organize maintenance workers. Perhaps the most important
was the competition which existed between the maintenance
worker and the building tradesmen employed by general
contractors. The maintenance workers, employed on a yearly
basis, received a lesser hourly rate, and hence, were often
employed on building projects that would ordinarily be done
by building tradesmen.
The first of the maintenance workers to be organized by
the Council were those in the employ of the Boston Elevated
Railway. In 1929, the Boston Building Trades Council signed
an Agreement with the Elevated setting forth the wages and
working conditions of building trades maintenance men in the
employ of the Elevated. The most striking feature of the
.,
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Agreement was the removal of the wage question from the
bargaining table. The maintenance men were to receive the
rate paid to other members of their craft in the employ of
general contractors minus a stipulated differential. Since
maintenance workers were employed on a yearly basis, whereas
tradesmen in the employ of general contractors experienced
seasonal unemployment, the differential was adopted in an
attempt to equalize the yearly wages.
In addition to organizing maintenance men working for the
Elevated, the Council lent its support to the organization
of the maintenance men employed by Harvard University and
by the Boston Department Store. In most of these cases,
however, negotiations were conducted by individual unions.
The Council is often called upon to compel employers to
abide by terms of collective bargaining contracts. When
charges of violation of contract against an employer are
substantiated, the Council requires that the contractor post
a bond ana sign an agreement with the Council. This method
of dealing with contract violation has proved singularly
effective in Boston.
The most vexing problem, perhaps, which confronted the
Boston Building Trades Council involved the question of work
jurisdiction. Historically, the Boston Council pursued three
easily distinguished policies with reference to the juris-
dictional question. Until 1930, the Council pursued a policy
of neutrality. After June 13, 1930, all jurisdictional
,.
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controversies were referred to the Building Trade Department
and decisions of the Department were enforced so long as
they were Based on a decision of record. In March 1931,
the Council organized the local hoard for settling trade claims
and has processed all disputes through the hoard.
The refusal of the Council to adopt a firm policy for the
abjudication of jurisdictional controversies prior to 1930
was attended hy frequent work stoppages which threatened
the very existence of the building trades unions. Disputes
over control of work were settled hy the unions on the basis
of the relative strength of the warring factions. Although
the situation was somewhat improved hy the June 13, 1930
policy of the Council, difficulties still were encountered in
cases where no decision of record existed.
The organization of the local Board for the Adjustment of
Jurisdictional Disputes represented a step in the right
direction. The Board is composed of representatives of the
unions and of the employer associations. All jurisdictional
disputes are referred to the Local Board for abjudication.
The Board has not been successful in entirely eliminating
the problem of jurisdiction altogether. It has been handi-
capped largely by the absence of a strong national body
properly equipped to handle disputes. There is little
doubt, however, that it has performed an invaluable service
in settling numerous controversies without work stoppage.
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The need for coordination in the building industry makes
necessary the existence of a central agency. The Council
performs a valuable role in assisting the local unions in
their collective bargaining problems. Besdies, the Council
attends to many details of organization and research which
individual unions could not well undertake alone. In
addition, the Council plays an important part in the control
of the problems of work jurisdiction. The ultimate success
of building trade unions depends in large part upon the
continued existence of a wisely directed Council.
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